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1

Introduction

“Mapping online media in Albania” is an attempt to 
scan the situation of online media outlets, identify 
the main trends in this developing part of the media 
landscape, as well as sketch some of the actors that are 
active in this field. In a situation where online media 
outlets emerge every day and in the absence of an 
obligation for them to register in a database or with 
some authority, the effort to identify all media outlets 
in the country is an impossible task at the moment. 
Even identification of the people behind online media 
is a complicated task. In this context, this report aims 
to shed some light on what the current trends are and 
on who are some of the main players in online media. 
This is only a first attempt to list a part of the news 
portals, and as such it cannot be considered exhaustive 
by any means.

This report was based mainly on the cooperation 
with the online media themselves. We would like to take 
the opportunity to thank them for their willingness to 
cooperate in this project by answering our questions 
and providing us with data on their media outlets. At 
the same time, we also understand the hesitation of 
some portals to cooperate and provide their own data, 
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hoping that this research will break the ice and lead to 
a greater willingness of online media representatives 
to provide data for study purposes in the future.  

As it will be evident in the course of the report, part 
of the news portals is not registered, as, in fact, there is 
no obligation for them to register with any authority, 
database, or in any other manner. However, for the sake 
of transparency purposes and for playing at a level field 
with traditional media, the need for identification of 
online media has certainly become one of the questions 
to be addressed in the general background of Albanian 
media landscape.  
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Methodology

The main object of this research study includes 
online news media, created and developed in Albania. 
The main bulk of the data for this research comes from 
collection of information from news portals themselves. 
A questionnaire was drafted with the purposes of 
identifying general information of each portal, as well 
as with specific sections devoted to the economic 
model of online media, their registration and finances, 
human resources and professional needs, as well as a 
section related to the content of the media, ethics, and 
mechanisms employed for the accountability of online 
media vis-a-vis the public. 

While most news websites agreed to participate 
in the project, some of them were also hesitant and 
dubious, and were reluctant to provide their own data 
to the study. As a result, the number of identified news 
portals is larger than the portals listed in this study, but 
we have chosen to include only those that did provide 
the data and participated in the research project. At the 
same time, the data provided in this section is based 
on the own declarations of the news websites that 
voluntarily gave them, often without any way to verify 
them through other sources. The process of collecting 
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data lasted until April 2018, and consequently any 
future changes or emergence of new media are not 
reflected. 

In addition, the research is based on random 
monitoring of several online media outlets, identifying 
trends of coverage, the main kinds of articles, ethical 
problems, and analyzing the content of the most 
frequent articles. Given that there is a very high 
number of outlets, and a fragmented coverage of 
news, quantitative analysis would be very difficult 
in this regard. Instead, the analysis on the content of 
news portals focuses on the main problems regarding 
professionalism of online media by illustrating them 
with specific examples. 
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Background of development 
of online media

According to data of Internet World Stats, the Internet 
penetration rate until December 2017 was almost 67%, 
marking a significant increase compared to 0.1% in 
20001.  Data from the regulatory authority of electronic 
communications also reveal that there is continuous 
increase of Internet spread among the population: 
the first quarter of 2018 marked a 3.46% increase in 
fixed line subscribers and 6.7% in broadband access 
from fixed lines compared to the previous quarter2. 
The widespread use of mobile phone has also further 
facilitated access to internet for Albanians. Although 
there has been a slight decrease in mobile telephony 
users in early 2018 compared to the previous quarter, 
the number of users remains substantial: more than 
5.9 million mobile phone users in a country with a 
population of about 2.9 million people3. The number of 

1 Data from Internet World Stats, available at: https://www.
internetworldstats.com/europa2.htm 

2 AKEP data: https://akep.al/images/stories/AKEP/statistika/2018/
Raport_T1_2018.pdf  

3 Ibid.
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persons accessing internet from their phones exceeded 
1.7 million in the first quarter of 20184. 

According to Digital Report 2018, 49% of the web 
traffic went through laptops, and another 49% through 
mobile phones, while tablets were at 3%, followed by 
other devices5. Even though the consistent spread 
of internet is indisputable, there are also disparities 
in the country and different factors that affect access 
to internet. The Department of Journalism and 
Communication at the public University of Tirana 
conducted a national scale survey on several aspects of 
digitalization in 2015, revealing, among other things, 
that  the more remote one is from urban centers, the 
smaller the access to internet is: while access in urban 
centers is closer to 74%, in rural areas it reaches 48%6. 
Education of population seems to be another factor 
that affects access to internet: 100% of individuals with 
post-university education had internet access, whereas 
only 33.87% of persons with primary education had 
such an access7. 

While it is clear that Internet penetration rate is 
significant, there is little information on the patterns of 
information sources used by Albanians, both in terms 
of so-called mainstream or traditional media and online 
and social media. Studies on audience and readership of 
media have been rare, not systematic, or the data have 
not been public, leading to speculations on the media 
consumption habits. According to Google Trends, 

4 Ibid.
5 We are social, “Global Digital Report 2018,” available at: https://

digitalreport.wearesocial.com/ 
6 Department of Journalism, “Digitalization of terrestrial television: 

challenges, paradoxes, hopes,” 2015.
7 Ibid.
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the top 20 Google search queries in 2017 included: 
Facebook, Youtube, Google, gazeta (newspaper,) 
panorama, instagram, tema, and lajmifundit8, which 
indicates a high interest for both social media and for 
online media.

One of the few surveys on media use from the 
public was conducted in 2014. The data revealed that 
Albanians tend to refer to traditional media more for 
reliable information, even though online media had 
gained ground: 73% of respondents said they tended 
to trust information from TV, compared to 43% that 
trusted radio and print media, and 46% that trusted 
online media9. According to the same survey, 89% of 
Albanians said they use TV everyday, as compared to 
42% for internet and 25% for press. In addition, when 
asked within the same survey what is the source they 
use for information on political news in the country, 
84% of surveyed persons indicated television as the 
main source of information10. 

It would certainly be interesting to see how these 
data compare in 2017, but unfortunately the same 
survey has not repeated to this moment. However, 
perhaps some light can be cast on media consumption 
trends from other surveys, of different scale and nature, 
but trying to document media popularity trends. More 
specifically, according to a public opinion survey on 
impunity11, conducted in 2016, television continues 

8 We are social, “Global Digital Report 2018,” available at: https://
digitalreport.wearesocial.com/ 

9 OSFA, “National survey on perceptions and expectations for future 
membership of Albania into EU,” 2014.

10 Ibid.
11 IDRAMEDIA, “Impunity - Perceptions and experience of Albanian 

citizens 2014-2015,” 2016.
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to be the main source of information, although the 
internet, and especially social networks are gaining 
ground visibly. Significant portion of respondents, 
44% of them, said that they now use the internet for 
information on current affairs, and specifically news 
agencies’ websites. Even more of them said that they 
use social networks for the same purpose – 56%12. This 
is a significant change compared to the same survey 
carried out in 2014, where 22% and 14% of respondents 
respectively said they receive information on current 
affairs from the internet and social networks13. 

Another survey, conducted with young people, points 
to the tendency of this group to use predominantly 
online sources for information: 67% of respondents 
aged 18-35 tended to use internet as a source of 
information, compared to 30% that used television, 
while press and radio were a mere 1.6% and 1.4% 
respectively14. However, overall time the population 
spends watching TV remains rather high: 37% watch 
from one to two hours per day, 29% watch more than 
two hours, and 25% watch more than four hours15, 
even though data on the programs watched during this 
time are not available.  

The Balkan Barometer 201816 also offers some 
insight on internet use of Albanians: while 65% of them 

12 Ibid.
13 OSFA, “National survey on perceptions and expectations for future 

membership of Albania into EU,” 2014.
14 Mema, Briseida. “Dilemmas on information in the digital era – the 

Albanian case,” qtd. in Albanian Media Institute, “Online media in Albania: 
legislation, self-regulation, development, and main tendencies.” 2016.

15 Department of Journalism and Communication, University of Tirana, 
“Digitalization of terrestrial television: challenges, paradoxes, hopes,” 2015.

16 Regional Cooperation Council, “Balkan Barometer 2018,  https://
www.rcc.int/pubs/66/balkan-barometer-2018-public-opinion-survey
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tended to use it for communication with family, friends, 
and colleagues, the two next highest percentages of use 
were related to news and entertainment, at 41% each, 
which means that there is a tendency to increasingly 
use internet for news, mainly through online media, 
but also through social media, given their popularity. 

At the same time, the Media Literacy Index 201817 
ranked Albania among the lowest scorers in Europe 
regarding readiness to deal with post-truth and fake 
news era, succeeded only by Turkey and Macedonia. 
At a time when online media are mushrooming and 
they are more accessible than ever, it seems that the 
readiness of the population to properly filter and 
critically judge these media is quite low.

17European Policies Initiative, “Common sense wanted: Resilience 
to ‘post-truth’ and its predictors in the new Media Literacy Index 
2018,” http://osi.bg/downloads/File/2018/MediaLiteracyIndex2018_
publishENG.pdf
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Main trends in online 
media content

Online media face similar obstacles and challenges 
as traditional media, working in the same context. 
Dependence from financial sources, low staff and work 
overload, insecure labor relations, and overall problems 
with professionalism plague equally both traditional 
and online media. However, certain features about the 
nature of online media seem to aggravate the already 
existing problems with professionalism that Albanian 
media face as a whole. The fact that there are no legal 
rules binding online media compared to audiovisual 
media means that there are no specific boundaries 
set for online media in terms of professionalism and 
ethics. Anonymity, an inherent feature of internet 
and consequently online media, sets a new tone and 
potential for abuse in online media compared to 
traditional media, where the public usually associates 
the content with a face and a name. Furthermore, 
the quick spread of online media news compared to 
traditional one, almost in real time, and the lack of 
self-correcting mechanisms in the media amplifies the 
potential adverse effect this media might have in cases 
of incorrect and non-professional conduct.
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What are the main trends in media coverage of 
online media? What is the level of quality of reporting 
and information disseminated and does it respect 
professional standards? What are the main ethical 
problems encountered? The following is an analysis 
of the main trends noticed through direct continuous 
monitoring of online media sector, focusing on news 
portals mainly, as well as from previous monitoring 
efforts or research conducted in this regard. 

4.1 Quick versus in-depth reporting

The race to be the first to convey the news of the 
moment seems to have become a priority for online 
media, as well as for traditional media. As a result, the 
news publication pattern is quite dynamic, with the 
media tending to publish very short pieces, sometimes 
as long as a paragraph, without any contextualization. 
For example, one of the frequent, but telegraphic 
pieces on the maritime border discussions between 
Albania and Greece states that the ministers of the two 
countries met and this was minister Bushati’s message:

“The relation with Greece faces political 
resistance in both countries, but through 
determination and clear will we will have 
concrete results in the near future.”18 

This story, and frequent similar examples published 
multiple times a day, often have turned the media 
into a conveyor belt, transferring messages from the 

18 http://www.mapo.al/pakti-detar-pas-rames-dhe-tsipras-takohen-
edhe-bushati-dhe-kotzias/
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Facebook or Twitter of politicians or public persons, to 
the public. This has become increasingly the normality 
in both traditional and online media, and the role of 
journalist and importance of reporting is constantly 
fading. As this kind of stories becomes the norm in 
Albanian media, further research and reporting from 
the media is missing, failing to contextualize for the 
public the problem at hand. In this case, even though 
the debate on maritime negotiations has been of high 
priority in the media, the coverage tends to focus more 
on the exchange of charges and fight between political 
figures rather than on what is going on does actually 
mean for the country. While this is just one example, 
online media is filled with such articles every day, 
and it is increasingly difficult to find longer and more 
analytical reporting, which is not limited to reporting 
on statements of politicians or other persons. 

4.2   More news, less information?!

Even though the number of news stories published 
each day seems to be high in many online media, this 
does not necessarily mean that more information 
is available to the public. Since most stories or posts 
focus on statements or events that are narrated by one 
source, like the above-mentioned article, the public 
routinely receives information from one source. In this 
case, they either have to wait until there is a statement 
from another relevant source involved, or when the 
newsroom decides to bring another side to the story. 
However, judging from the trends in coverage of news 
stories, and from the interviews with online media 
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representatives, finding stories with more than one 
source of information has turned into a luxury. 

More often than not, the sources cited are politicians, 
with information cited directly from their social media 
profiles, mainly Facebook and occasionally Twitter. 
The above-mentioned example of an article based on 
the Twitter account of Minister of Europe and Foreign 
Affairs is just one of the numerous daily articles that 
follow this pattern. The presence of the Mayor of 
Tirana and of the municipality of Tirana’s activities is 
evidently omnipresent, for example, both in traditional 
and online media. A monitoring effort of Medialook.
al, found out that during 15 days of monitoring, in 
ten of the biggest news portals there was a very high 
compatibility between the news focusing on Mayor of 
Tirana and the public releases of this institution. The 
compatibility ranged from 47% to 93%, with nine of 
the ten outlets being well above 50%19. While these 
quantitative data show the extent of the phenomenon 
in quantitative terms, the prevailing of such reports 
are not limited only to the municipality of Tirana, and 
show the general tendency of the media to follow the 
politicians in their course, making the coverage rather 
poor in terms of diversity of information and views.

In many cases, the reports also cite directly the 
website of a government or public body, just copying the 
notification or even official decision or other document, 
and posting it as an original article. For example, the 
government decision to grant a concession for the 
airport of Kukes was reported as a mere fact, adding 

19 Medialook, Televizionet, gazetat e portalet online “në shërbim” të 
Bashkisë Tiranë, https://www.medialook.al/televizionet-gazetat-dhe-
portalet-online-ne-sherbim-te-bashkise-tirane/
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that the 8% bonus in the selection procedure enables 
the consortium established to win the concession, 
and also adding that the airport of Vlora would have 
the same fate20. After this notification, the text of the 
decision of the government also follows. The issue of 
the monopoly of Tirana airport is an important one, 
affecting the travel of citizens, but there is no other 
information other than the government decision. For 
example, what will be the timeline, how citizens will 
be affected, or the pros and cons of this agreement, 
and other details remain unknown. Even though other 
articles with more information might follow later, as 
a rule it is very difficult to find these in reports, other 
than in specialized magazines or websites focusing on 
investigative reporting, or as opinion pieces.

4.3 Accuracy and verification of information: an 
endangered practice

Closely related to the practice of publishing news 
with one source of information is also the quality of 
news in terms of accuracy. Almost with no exception, 
the practice of merely publishing statements and 
information from Facebook, Twitter, or official websites, 
leads to journalists taking the information at face value, 
without following up with its verification. It is very 
difficult to find an article that not only states what is 
already available in a certain social media account, but 
goes further by verifying the statement or challenging 
the truthfulness of information or claims made by 

20 http://shqiptarja.com/lajm/qeveria-merr-vendimin-aeroporti-i-
kukesit-jepet-me-koncesion
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people who tend to have vested interests when making 
these statements. For example, a statement of Prime 
Minister Rama is the epitome of this phenomenon, 
making his claims, but also inviting journalists to verify 
these figures:

“From May last year, up to now we have 
hired 28,324 persons. This is a figure that 
will be made fun of from the network of 
ERTV commentators, but it is the reality. 
It is also true the fact that through Labour 
offices more than 14,000 persons have found 
jobs these six months. Those who want to 
verify these figures can refer to the register 
of social security.”21

 As a matter of fact, this news was reproduced in 
the exact way in many traditional and online media, 
but a verification from journalists of the figure that the 
prime minister provided did not materialize. As a rule, 
the statements are only published, not verified, which 
has diminished the role of journalists as watchdogs, 
and also affects the accuracy of information received 
by the public.

4.4 Sensationalism and bombastic headlines: 
the struggle for clicks

Online media are seldom filled with headlines that 
aim to attract the attention of readers, prompting 
them to click and read the story, a tactic valid both for 

21 https://lapsi.al/2018/07/06/rama-ndoshta-do-te-talleni-por-kete-
vit-kemi-punesuar-mbi-28-mije-persona/
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websites and from articles posted in social media. One 
of the techniques is to draw attention by including in 
the title phrases like “you will never believe what...” or 
“incredible what happened to ....”, often purposefully 
failing even to finish the title, prompting readers to click 
and read the piece. Such examples are numerous and 
widespread, but to mention just a few: “Ndriçim Xhepa 
on top of the building, you will never believe what 
he does now!”22, or “Shocking! Look what happens in 
this funeral,23” “Albanian singer stopped by the police, 
look what happens to her!24” These headlines usually 
focus on celebrities or unusual events or phenomena, 
but sometimes are also linked to events of a more 
serious nature. Even though traditionally the headline 
is supposed to serve as a concise summary of the 
information in the article, in these cases the function of 
the headlines is only to click the article, and there are 
also frequent cases when the content is not necessarily 
related to the headline.

Going back to a certain uniformity of information 
among online media, the same is true also for the 
headlines they use. For example, one of the most 
frequent used terms for catchy headlines is the word 
“explode,” in the meaning of exploding with anger and 
fury, or having an unexpected reaction to something 
or someone. Such headlines include: “Neritan Licaj 
explodes: if they want, they can kills us. We will protect 

22 http://www.javanews.al/ndricim-xhepa-ne-maje-te-pallatit-nuk-do-
ta-besoni-cfare-pune-ben-tani-aktori/ 

23 http://lajmi.net/shokuese-shikoni-cfare-ndodh-ne-kete-ceremoni-
varrimi-video/ 

24 http://www.intv.al/kengetaren-shqiptare-e-ndalon-policia-shikoni-
cfare-i-ndodh-video-58284 
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the theatre.”25 For the same episode, another website 
uses the same terms: “The parliament cancels the 
revision of law / The actor “explodes”, following with 
the actor’s statement, which states that the actors 
are hopeless, but also saying that civilization always 
wins, which opposes the “explosive”26 atmosphere set 
in the title. 

Another feature related to sensationalism is also 
the widespread use of photos or titles related to 
nude women and articles related to sex in general. 
Even though some mainstream media have reduced 
the publication of nude women on their front page 
compared to a year ago, this practice is far from gone. 
Although usually included in a specific section, named as 
lifestyle, gossip, or something similar, only a few online 
media have refrained from including such content to 
lure the readers. Focusing often on celebrities, the real 
value of the news is the image, rather than the content. 
In fact, often they do not even have text, but only photos, 
as in this headline: “Gigi Hadid is hot, she takes off her 
bra,”27 or “Anxhela Martini has lunch and bares it all.”28

In fact, the content and attention devoted to 
celebrities, foreign or Albanian, occupies a generally 
significant space in online media, posting information 
and photos usually taken from the celebrities’ 
Instagram or Facebook accounts. This practice, which, 
to be fair, is not exclusive to Albanian media, creates 

25 https://www.syri.net/politike/177035/shperthen-neritan-licaj-
nese-duan-le-te-na-vrasin-do-mbrojme-teatrin/

26 https://www.cna.al/2018/07/09/kuvendi-anuloi-rishikimin-e-ligjit-
shperthen-aktori-i-njohur/ 

27 http://www.gazetatema.net/2018/07/11/fotot-gigi-hadid-ka-vape-
heq-sytjenat/ 

28 http://www.mapo.al/angela-martini-drekon-duke-i-nxjerre-te-gjitha/
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the idea that there is a person assigned “to stalk” social 
media for such content and republish it in online media.  
However, according to interviews with representatives 
of online media, this usually happens because such 
content generates clicks and traffic, but also because it 
is easy and convenient content. In this context, almost 
every photo or casual phrase of certain celebrities is 
promptly published, analyzed, and packaged as news, 
which indicates the transformation of news value in 
the current media scene. However, it is difficult to see 
the importance of such information or images in terms 
of informing the public in a worthy manner, except for 
wishes to escape the reality. 

Another kind of article is that which promises the 
impossible to the readers, such as losing weight by 
eating, or how the cure for cancer has been found, how 
certain foods are cure-alls for all diseases, etc. These 
are only a few of the titles that every day appear in 
online media: “The simple and quick cure for cancer is 
discovered, here is what you need,”29 “The surprising 
truth! Lose weight by eating more,”30 “Incredible: Films 
the storm, and sees God walking on the clouds,”31 

etc. While some of these pieces might be considered 
amusing, others, especially the ones related to health, 
border more on disinformation, containing information 
that is clearly not verified and highly unlikely it is false. 
Nonetheless, this kind of information is routinely 

29 https://sot.com.al/sh%C3%ABndeti/zbulohet-kura-e-
thjesht%C3%AB-dhe-e-shpejt%C3%AB-q%C3%AB-sh%C3%ABron-
kancerin-ja-%C3%A7far%C3%AB-iu-duhet 

30 http://blitz.al/lifestyle/dietologji-fitnes/e-verteta-befasuese-humb-
peshe-duke-ngrene-me-shume/ 

31 https://lapsi.al/2018/07/03/video-filmohet-zoti-duke-ecur-mes-reve/
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published in online media, as if the publishers do 
not assume any responsibility for the information 
they provide and do not have a role at all in checking 
truthfulness of what they publish.

Another very popular topic in the series of amusing 
and sensationalist stories is the topic of horoscopes. 
Some news portals publish the horoscope of the day in 
the same way as if it was news. There are also frequent 
articles that evolve around the horoscope, such as the 
most beautiful women belong to these three signs of 
horoscope32, the two smartest signs of the horoscope33, 
the most positive signs of the horoscope34, the most evil 
signs of the horoscope35, and so on, the series continues 
each day. Apart from generalizing horoscope and 
putting it in the pedestal as a key to better understand 
the world, these, and other similar articles also show 
another tendency of online media: it is much easier 
to translate easy to find, although trivial, information, 
rather than dig information and report on your own. 
Undoubtedly, this is also related to the problems with 
human resources, a real problem in the media, but the 
fact is that most of the media rely extensively on these 
translations for filling in their content, rather than 
focusing on publication of original and verified news. 

32 http://fax.al/read/news/5843851/12931208/tre-shenjat-e-
horoskopit-ku-bejne-pjese-femrat-me-te-bukura 

33 http://www.mapo.al/keto-jane-2-shenjat-me-te-zgjuara-te-horoskopit/ 
34 http://www.gsh.al/2018/01/20/tre-shenjat-pozitive-te-horoskopit/ 
35 http://shekulli.com.al/keto-jane-3-shenjat-me-te-liga-te-horoskopit/
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4.5 Intellectual property and the right to steal

In several roundtable discussions the Albanian 
Media Institute has organized, the main concern of 
online media representatives has not been ethics, lack 
of human resources, or verification of information. The 
common denominator of the online media concerns 
has been the tendency to steal articles and publish 
them as their own, a phenomenon that very few online 
media have escaped. 

47
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11

36

11

53

35

What is the biggest problem with 
online media today?

Table 1. “What is the biggest problem with online media today?” 

As a way to confirm this, when asked in this survey what was the biggest problem with online 
media today, the most voted problem was the violation of copyright, (53 votes)  followed by lack 
of quality information (47 votes,)  and finances (36 votes,) while 35 online media considered all 
of the problems mentioned a real plague for the moment. Surprisingly, the lowest votes belonged 
to lack of transparency and tabloidization, which are two problems that routinely affect most of 
the websites, but apparently do not disturb much the news portals themselves.

Although Albania does have a law on copyright, this is routinely violated in online media, where 
seeing the same article appear in more than ten websites at the same time has become the norm. 
As the editor of a daily newspaper and online media notes: “If you will select five or ten portals, 
hide their logos and just read their texts, you immediately understand that you read the same 
article five or ten times over.”36 A routine web search each day with a specific title or key 
statements from an article will reveal indeed that the article in question was published and 
republished several times from different news portals. In some cases the republication of the 
article refers to the original author, but in many other cases the article is published without 
mentioning the author at all. 

Apart from professional achievement, one of the main reasons that news portals are more 
sensitive to this phenomenon, rather than ethical violations, for example, is that this damages the 
news portals financially, serving to augment the traffic of already bigger websites, while smaller 
portals have a lower chance to benefit, even though they are the creators of the original content. 
“Stealing the news is a problem that is not only ethical and does not simply damage the identity 
of a journalist or of a portal. This is a financial problem, as you can sell somebody else’s goods 
in your own shop and damage the other person, as your shop can be bigger. Due to your financial 

36 Erl Murati, https://al.ejo-online.eu/etika-dhe-cilesia/sfidat-e-etikes-ne-median-online  
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Chart 1. “What is the biggest problem with online media today?”

WHAT IS THE BIGGEST PROBLEM WITH ONLINE MEDIA TODAY?

As a way to confirm this, when asked in this survey 
what was the biggest problem with online media today, 
the most voted problem was the violation of copyright, 
(53 votes)  followed by lack of quality information 
(47 votes,)  and finances (36 votes,) while 35 online 
media considered all of the problems mentioned a real 
plague for the moment. Surprisingly, the lowest votes 
belonged to lack of transparency and tabloidization, 
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which are two problems that routinely affect most of 
the websites, but apparently do not disturb much the 
news portals themselves.

Although Albania does have a law on copyright, this 
is routinely violated in online media, where seeing the 
same article appear in more than ten websites at the 
same time has become the norm. As the editor of a 
daily newspaper and online media notes: “If you will 
select five or ten portals, hide their logos and just read 
their texts, you immediately understand that you read 
the same article five or ten times over.”36 A routine web 
search each day with a specific title or key statements 
from an article will reveal indeed that the article 
in question was published and republished several 
times from different news portals. In some cases the 
republication of the article refers to the original author, 
but in many other cases the article is published without 
mentioning the author at all. 

Apart from professional achievement, one of the 
main reasons that news portals are more sensitive 
to this phenomenon, rather than ethical violations, 
for example, is that this damages the news portals 
financially, serving to augment the traffic of already 
bigger websites, while smaller portals have a lower 
chance to benefit, even though they are the creators of 
the original content. “Stealing the news is a problem 
that is not only ethical and does not simply damage the 
identity of a journalist or of a portal. This is a financial 
problem, as you can sell somebody else’s goods in 
your own shop and damage the other person, as your 
shop can be bigger. Due to your financial power, you 

36 Erl Murati, https://al.ejo-online.eu/etika-dhe-cilesia/sfidat-e-etikes-
ne-median-online
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can communicate with 300,000 readers and somebody 
who is smaller can communicate with 3,000 readers. 
Hence, access turns into money and money into access, 
leading to a situation where the rich become richer 
and the poor poorer, deepening the divide in online 
journalism.”37

In order to respond to this problem, in 2017 there 
was an initiative of several online media, which agreed 
to some modalities when publishing information from 
one another. The agreement was about minimum 
and basic criteria, such as inserting the hyperlink 
to the original content, mentioning that the article 
was republished from a certain website, etc. At the 
time of publication, 18 media agreed to be part of 
this initiative38, but it is not clear how much they 
have managed to respect it. For example, a more 
correct way of dealing with this problem would be 
to publish a summary or lead paragraph from an 
article someone else published and then include the 
link of the original article for those that would like to 
read it, rather than publish it complete in your own 
portal. However, this is rarely, if ever, the case. Almost 
all portals, especially those belonging to traditional 
media, contain a clause stating that it is forbidden to 
reproduce the original content of the website, but this 
“copy paste” phenomenon happens regularly anyway. 
Apart from financial ramifications for online media, 
this phenomenon also leads to a situation where the 
public gets the same information on repeat, reducing 
diversity and plurality of information. It also reduces 

37 Ibid.
38 http://shqiptarja.com/lajm/nisme-e-paprecedente-e-botuesve-br-

bashke-kunder-piraterise-se-lajmeve-br?r=app
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the incentives of journalists and media to produce 
original content, seeing how easily their work is stolen 
from others. At the same time, attempts to self-regulate 
on this piracy problem are still weak and more often 
than not online media have called for the legislation to 
address this problem.

4.6 Main trends in online media landscape: Digital 
migration and profiling of online media 

One of the most visible trends in online media 
landscape is the phenomenon of digital migration. 
Due to lower costs, but perhaps also greater editorial 
independence, many well-known journalists have 
started their own news portals. Even though most of 
them also appear on TV or write editorials in print 
newspapers, there is a clear tendency towards digital 
migration, which confirms the rise of online media 
compared to traditional one in this moment. Some of 
the most notable examples include the following39: 

The migration to the web of moderator and analyst 
Çim Peka appeared to be successful for him and the 
online media he undertook to lead syri.net. Founded 
on June 1, 201540. With the ambition to be “the greatest 
online news agency in Albania,” Syri, as the readers 
refer to it, is one of the few online media outlets that 
makes efforts to create also original news content, 
created by its staff. 

39 This section is based on the work done by Rrapo Zguri in “Online 
media in Albania: Legislation, self-regulation, development, and main 
tendencies,” AMI, 2016.

40Source: https://www.facebook.com/SYRInet-836769863070971/
about/?entry_point=page_nav_about_item&tab=page_info
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A similar instance of digital migration is that of the 
journalist and chief-editor of traditional media outlets 
Anila Basha. After departing from engagements in the 
traditional media outlets, in January 2015 she founded 
the online news agency newsbomb.al and later also 
newsport.al. In its model of concept and structure, 
the website is similar to its Greek counterpart of online 
news newsbomb.gr, which is considered a success 
story among Greek online media.

In some other known cases of digital migration, 
known journalists have detached themselves from 
traditional media outlets and founded their own online 
media outlets. Typical in this typology is the case of 
known journalist and analyst, former editor in chief in 
some national media outlets, Sami Neza. He founded 
droni.al, a start-up that seeks to turn into an agency 
of online news, having at the same time the space and 
capacities for blogging. 

Another practice of partial digital migration, followed 
by a considerable number of known journalists and 
analysts, is the founding and maintenance by them of 
new portals or blogs, without detaching themselves 
from traditional media outlets. One of the reasons for 
this kind of migration is the need to follow on the web 
the audience gained in traditional media, as well as 
the desire to gain new audiences from the young age 
groups that populate the internet in abundance.

In this typology, one notices the two TV and 
newspaper known analysts Armand Shkullaku and 
Andi Bushati, who created lapsi.al while maintaining 
their engagement in traditional media outlets until 
recently. Lapsi.al was launched in September 2014. 

Analyst Artur Zheji followed suit and started a 
portal of his own. After a test with television show 
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some years ago, titled “360 degrees”, Zheji founded on 
May 2016, the portal 360grade.al. This is how Zheji 
introduces his portal in an inauguration piece: “We, a 
group of friends, gathered in an association, decided 
to found an online electronic magazine, 360gradë.al, 
which is and promises to be Your Portal, or in other 
words, your entry point into many truths that they 
won’t tell you… In this jungle of online portals, we want 
to be positivistic. We were not born to call names at the 
government or its current Prime Minister, or to support 
the alternative of the Democratic Party, or to flatter the 
LSI. We try to have the freedom to say and underscore 
as positively as possible the goods produced by current 
politics or government, but also to list the failures, 
gaffes, financial sins, insanities and lightheadedness.”31

The ranking of the online ecosystem also included 
known names of traditional media, such as Blendi 
Fevziu, Rudina Xhunga, etc. With the name of his 
known show, Fevziu and TV Klan created the portal 
opinion.al, which benefited from the large audience of 
the show inherited through the years and saw a fast 
ascent in the online environment as well. It should be 
stressed that Fevziu’s portal is not just a website of his 
Opinion show. It has the features of a pure media outlet 
that follows the news and developments of the day and 
publishes a considerable number of comments and 
analyses. 

In a similar model, host of the former show Dritare 
on Vizion Plus TV Rudina Xhunga opened her online 
portal dritare.al, along with analyst Dritan Hila. This 
portal too appears as a portal that publishes news of 

41 Zheji, Artur, 360gradë.al, Link:http://www.360grade.al/me-shume/
editorial/item/1659-360grade-al
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a wide variety of categories as well as commentaries, 
among which the comments by the two co-founders 
stand out.

After departing from Mapo newspaper, Alfred 
Lela also opened his own portal, politiko.al, focusing 
mainly on political news and analysis, trying to bring 
a more focused model of news portal, rather than 
covering every possible topic. Similarly, Mira Kazhani 
started her own website, tiranapost.al, where, as 
a novelty, she has tried to engage other media or 
public personalities in the form of regular blogs they 
maintain. Another website in this trend is that of the 
brothers Nazarko, who started Konica.al, and the list 
goes on with Enkel Demi and 27.al,Ylli Rakipi and 
tpz.al, Arian Cani and zoneelire.al, and so on. At this 
point it would be safe to assume that even though one 
cannot speak of full digital migration, there is a strong 
tendency for journalists to at least test the waters in 
online media, even though they might be reluctant to 
fully depart from traditional media. 

One of the reasons for the increased tendency of 
journalists from traditional media to move over to the 
online environment has to do with the institutional 
and economic crisis of traditional media. The closing of 
some newspapers and television stations as well as the 
insecurity of jobs have encouraged media professionals 
to consider the possibility of engaging in online media.

Another push has been the need among some of the 
leaders of Albanian public opinion to use and exploit 
the online space in their opinion shaping endeavors. 
The viral nature of the online environment is very 
convenient for analysts or commentators to massively 
spread the opinions and messages they are interested 
in and that are included in their public communication 
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strategy. On the other hand, the online ranking is 
done also to gain part of the young age groups that 
have abandoned traditional media or to regain those 
disappointed by them. But, in this effort the likelihood 
of winning over youths and the disappointed may be 
scarce because the known analysts and commentators 
of TVs and newspapers are themselves part of the 
reason why these media outlets have been abandoned.

- Success of online magazines 

In the inclination toward soft news but also toward 
profiled information, we also notice another trend in 
Albanian online media: the growth of online magazines. 
Unlike online news agencies, these don’t have the latest 
news as their priority. Generally, their information is 
not limited by time constraints. Being populated mainly 
with the soft news category and the other genres 
of “soft information” that deal with cultural trends, 
fashion, VIP and show world, etc., online magazines 
benefit precisely from the inclination and attraction 
that exists on the web at present for this category of 
information.

Part of these magazines also has their print version. 
While their print version will have to tackle the crisis 
that the entire print media is going through currently, 
the online version appears on the rise and with better 
audience indicators than the print version.

Some examples of such online magazines include 
shije.al, which specializes in information in the field 
of cuisine and healthy nutrition. Aside from the online 
version, Shije has also its print version in order to 
follow that part of the audience that still prefers paper 
instead of screen. Another successful online magazine 
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managed to be an important player in its own profile. Other webzines of similar category also 
followed suit, such as revistaclass.al, which is published by the known television moderator 
Alketa Vejsiu, as well as other magazines such as revistawho.com, bordo.al, elegance.al, 
prive.al, story.al, and other media of similar profile, targeting mostly female audiences.

In the list of successful magazines is also the Monitor magazine, which specializes in the field of 
economy. Monitor.al, founded in 2006 by the Media Union. Aside from its print version, 
monitor.al publishes time after time information on the latest developments in the field of 
economy. Besides advertising, the magazine generates income from subscriptions or the 
application of payment for certain articles.

In addition, other news websites also have found in online media an opportunity to address more 
narrow fields of interest that are not routinely covered in generalist media, such as cultural 
heritage, agriculture, food, local news, culture, consumer protection, etc. 
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Table 2: “Profiles of online media in the survey”

The above chart shows the profiles of online media included in the current survey. While by no 
means exhaustive, this chart shows that even though generalist news media prevails, there is also 
a diversity of media of other profiles, as well as a market for more specialized and focused news 
coverage. The success of online magazines also proves a forecast of researchers for the growth of 
profiled media and a decline of generalist media outlets. This success verifies also the tendency 
for preferences of a good part of the audience for “soft information.”

5. Economic model of online media 

There is no information on the revenue generated by online media and the general business 
model used. Online media do not even have the obligation to register, unless seeking domains 
ending in “.al,” in which case they only register with the hosting service, but face no other 
obligations. Consequently, the fulfillment of other requirements, which would be normal in the 
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is anabel.al which, from its foundation in 2013 has 
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The above chart shows the profiles of online 
media included in the current survey. While by no 
means exhaustive, this chart shows that even though 
generalist news media prevails, there is also a diversity 
of media of other profiles, as well as a market for more 
specialized and focused news coverage. The success of 
online magazines also proves a forecast of researchers 
for the growth of profiled media and a decline of 
generalist media outlets. This success verifies also the 
tendency for preferences of a good part of the audience 
for “soft information.”
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Economic model of online media 

There is no information on the revenue generated 
by online media and the general business model 
used. Online media do not even have the obligation 
to register, unless seeking domains ending in “.al,” 
in which case they only register with the hosting 
service, but face no other obligations. Consequently, 
the fulfillment of other requirements, which would be 
normal in the functioning of media enterprises, such as 
declaring their revenues, their sources of income, the 
list of employees and payment of social contributions, 
paying taxes, etc., are also not easily identifiable with 
the current landscape of online media. In this respect, 
it can be said that the landscape of online media seems 
to be in a total phase of anarchy.  

- Registration of online media

The survey conducted for the purpose of this study 
attempts to shed more light in the main trends regarding 
the various registration forms of online media, and the 
economic trends that are most visible in this regard. 
Representatives of online media were asked to identify 
the form their own media was registered and identified, 
if registered at all. The various categories identified 
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functioning of media enterprises, such as declaring their revenues, their sources of income, the 
list of employees and payment of social contributions, paying taxes, etc., are also not easily 
identifiable with the current landscape of online media. In this respect, it can be said that the 
landscape of online media seems to be in a total phase of anarchy.  

- Registration of online media

The survey conducted for the purpose of this study attempts to shed more light in the main trends 
regarding the various registration forms of online media, and the economic trends that are most 
visible in this regard. Representatives of online media were asked to identify the form their own 
media was registered and identified, if registered at all. The various categories identified 
included: a business on its own, a business within the traditional media it was linked to, part of a 
business company, non-profit organization, part of public media, and not registered in any way 
or form.

Business on its 
own
39%

Part of 
traditional 

media business
23%

Part of 
business 
company

8%

NPO
16%

Not registered
12%

Public
2%

Registration form

Table 3: “Forms of registration of online media”

As it can be seen from this chart, out of the online media outlets that responded to this survey, 
the majority of them are registered as businesses in their own right, specifically 39% of them. 
The second biggest group, 23% of online media, function as part of the traditional media 
business, including websites of newspapers and TV stations mainly, as well as websites of 
famous TV programs, operating within the same framework of the traditional media business. 
Another 16% of them are registered as non-profit organization, and only 8% said they were 
registered as part of a business company. Out of the surveyed media, 12% of them declared they 
were not registered in any way. 

This chart shows that the two main forms of registration, as a separate business, or within the 
business of the traditional media, are the prevailing forms of registration within this group. 
However, the media participating in this survey are only a part of the existing online media, and 
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included: a business on its own, a business within the 
traditional media it was linked to, part of a business 
company, non-profit organization, part of public media, 
and not registered in any way or form.

As it can be seen from this chart, out of the online 
media outlets that responded to this survey, the majority 
of them are registered as businesses in their own right, 
specifically 39% of them. The second biggest group, 
23% of online media, function as part of the traditional 
media business, including websites of newspapers and 
TV stations mainly, as well as websites of famous TV 
programs, operating within the same framework of the 
traditional media business. Another 16% of them are 
registered as non-profit organization, and only 8% said 
they were registered as part of a business company. 
Out of the surveyed media, 12% of them declared they 
were not registered in any way. 
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This chart shows that the two main forms of 
registration, as a separate business, or within the 
business of the traditional media, are the prevailing 
forms of registration within this group. However, the 
media participating in this survey are only a part of the 
existing online media, and such percentages should 
be taken with reserve. Nonetheless, these data help 
to provide a perception on the preferred manners 
of registration or affiliation of online media with 
traditional media or other businesses. At the same 
time, 28% of online media surveyed here either are not 
registered at all, or are registered as non-profit media, 
which means that they work under different rules 
other than the media business, as in the case of NPOs, 
or under no rules at all, if they are not registered.

- Business model of online media

Systematic data that are considered highly reliable 
regarding audience, readership, and consumption 
habits of media are lacking for almost all kinds of media 
in the country, an issue that has remained unresolved 
for the last 28 years. Even though there are efforts and 
initiatives and there is audience research conducted 
mainly by two companies and mostly for TV stations, the 
data usually are not public and they are often disputed 
or change dramatically from one company to the next. 

In this context, where the problem of transparency 
of traditional media business remains still problematic 
and difficult to explain with sound economic data, the 
situation with online media is even more chaotic and 
there is even less information. Apart from the generally 
low transparency of media market in the country, 
online media are not regulated by law, do not face 
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any obligation to register, and also lack a regulatory 
authority that would oversee their development and 
functioning. All of these make it even more difficult to 
understand the exact business model and mechanisms 
that prevail in this booming part of the media landscape.

When it comes to the economic model of traditional 
media, advertising revenue has been considered as 
the main source of income for the media. Since a 
significant part of online media function as part of the 
traditional media and are not registered on their own, 
it may be assumed that this might be the case also for 
online media working as part of the traditional media. 
At the same time, this group of media also has the 
advantage of using a common pool of human resources 
to produce content and be present in two different 
platforms: traditional media and online media. This has 
proved to be a generally convenient business model for 
Albanian media in the recent past. The phenomenon of 
concentrating human resources within the same media 
group and diffusing content through several media 
outlets of the same group has been a model used by the 
main media groups in the country (Top Media group, 
Klan group, Focus media news, Ora group, etc.) 

Apart from this business model, which has also 
partly transferred to a section of online media, it is 
worth noting that according to the existing advertising 
estimates, in 2017 advertising revenue in online media 
for the first time exceeded advertising in print media, 
marking a significant turning point for online media 
and apparently sealing the slow and long decline 
of newspapers in the country42. According to data 

42 Liperi, O. “Tregu i dobët i reklamave fut median në krizë: Televizionet 
pa fitime, ‘online’ mund print-in,” Monitor, February 9, 2018, http://
www.monitor.al/tregu-reklamave-fut-median-ne-krize-televizionet-pa-
fitime-online-mund-print/
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published from Monitor magazine, the total advertising 
market reached 38,4 million Euro in 2017, marking 
a decrease of 2.2% compared to 2016 estimates43. In 
terms of estimates of space devoted to advertising, 
according to Idra Media data, in 2016 the advertising 
space increased 68%, and the growth also continued in 
2017 by 16% compared to the previous year44. 

In 2017, all other media sectors decreased 
significantly or slightly: the only section that marked 
an increase compared to 2016 was online media. 
The online media market was estimated to reach 
2.4 million Euro in 2017, with 30% of it spent on 
the websites of Top Channel TV and the Balkanweb 
portal45. This shows the increasing importance of 
online media for advertising agencies, due both 
to increased popularity and opportunity for more 
targeted audience of online media, as well as lower 
costs of advertising compared to traditional media. At 
the same time, this fact indicates that it is a moment 
of economic opportunity for online media.

Although in general the tide of advertising seems 
to increasingly favor online media at the moment, 
especially compared to print media, not all online 
media use advertising, either because they have 
chosen a specific profile, or due to lack of interest from 
advertisers. 

43 Ibid.
44 Ibid.
45 Ibid.
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businesses 
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10%

other 
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donations
9%

other 
6%

Sources of advertising

Table 5: “Sources of advertising in online media”

When looking at which are the main sources of advertising, the survey revealed that 75% of 
advertising came from businesses not associated with the online media. Only 10% of the 
respondents counted the businesses related to the media company among their sources, and 
another 9% cited different donations as part of the advertising revenue. 

Data of Idra Media, published from Monitor magazine for 2017, also confirm that the pattern of 
advertising in online media is not different from that of traditional media: the three 
telecommunication companies are also the three top advertisers in online media, followed mainly 
by banks, as well as other companies, such as digital broadcasters.46

Traditional media have increased in number, instead of consolidating, in the last 28 years, 
despite raising questions on the economic logic and explanation for this trend. This is even more 
the case for online media, even though, admittedly, operational costs of a news portal would be 
lower than those of a television station, or print newspaper, for example. The fact is that new 
portals are opened almost every day, and it has become difficult to keep count of this 
phenomenon. The respondents in the survey conducted for this study were also asked on their 
economic situation, focusing on whether they managed to be profitable, break even, or were 
losing money.

46 Ibid. 
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advertising space increased 68%, and the growth also continued in 2017 by 16% compared to the 
previous year44.

In 2017, all other media sectors decreased significantly or slightly: the only section that marked 
an increase compared to 2016 was online media. The online media market was estimated to 
reach 2.4 million Euro in 2017, with 30% of it spent on the websites of Top Channel TV and the 
Balkanweb portal45. This shows the increasing importance of online media for advertising 
agencies, due both to increased popularity and opportunity for more targeted audience of online 
media, as well as lower costs of advertising compared to traditional media. At the same time, this 
fact indicates that it is a moment of economic opportunity for online media.

Although in general the tide of advertising seems to increasingly favor online media at the 
moment, especially compared to print media, not all online media use advertising, either because 
they have chosen a specific profile, or due to lack of interest from advertisers. 

yes
71%

no
29%

Use of advertising in online media

Table 4: “Use of advertising in online media”

Regarding the media asked for the purpose of this report, 29% of them said they did not include 
advertising in their medium. A part of them are news portals working thanks to donations. 
Another section includes non-profitable media or community media, representing a particular
group or ethnic or religious minority. While these kinds of media have chosen to preserve their 
nature and purpose, a few others simply have not managed to attract advertisers. 

44 Ibid. 
45 Ibid. 
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When looking at which are the main sources of 
advertising, the survey revealed that 75% of advertising 
came from businesses not associated with the online 
media. Only 10% of the respondents counted the 
businesses related to the media company among their 
sources, and another 9% cited different donations as 
part of the advertising revenue. 

Data of Idra Media, published from Monitor magazine 
for 2017, also confirm that the pattern of advertising 
in online media is not different from that of traditional 
media: the three telecommunication companies are 
also the three top advertisers in online media, followed 
mainly by banks, as well as other companies, such as 
digital broadcasters46.

Traditional media have increased in number, instead 
of consolidating, in the last 28 years, despite raising 
questions on the economic logic and explanation 
for this trend. This is even more the case for online 
media, even though, admittedly, operational costs of a 
news portal would be lower than those of a television 
station, or print newspaper, for example. The fact is 
that new portals are opened almost every day, and it 
has become difficult to keep count of this phenomenon. 
The respondents in the survey conducted for this study 
were also asked on their economic situation, focusing 
on whether they managed to be profitable, break even, 
or were losing money.

46 Ibid.
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Table 6: “Business model of online media”

As the chart shows, only 12% of the respondents declared they were making profit through their 
media, which is quite low. The majority of online media that responded to this survey, 45% of 
them, declared they managed just to break even, while another 36% said they were losing 
money. 

30%
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9%25%

19% 5%
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traditional media 

referral traffic

other 
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Table 7: “Coverage of losses in online media”

As the chart shows, the bulk of the losses for online media is faced by the online media owners, 
in 30% of them. In addition, 12% of them said that the losses are covered by other businesses of 
company, and another 9% cited as the source of support the revenue generated from the 
traditional media they were affiliated with. In this context, it seems that the integration of more 
than one media platform under the same umbrella, or the combination of owning media and 
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As the chart shows, only 12% of the respondents declared they were making profit through their 
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them, declared they managed just to break even, while another 36% said they were losing 
money. 
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As the chart shows, the bulk of the losses for online 
media is faced by the online media owners, in 30% of 
them. In addition, 12% of them said that the losses are 
covered by other businesses of company, and another 
9% cited as the source of support the revenue generated 
from the traditional media they were affiliated with. In 
this context, it seems that the integration of more than 
one media platform under the same umbrella, or the 
combination of owning media and another business 
has been indicated as the most common scheme of 
support for emerging online media. 

Another very important source of income has 
also been referral traffic, meaning visitors coming 
through other websites or social networks, rather than 
from direct search. According to the survey, 25% of 
respondents indicated revenue coming from referral 
traffic as a way to cover the losses made during 
their media operation. The role of social media and 
technological giants, especially Facebook and Google, 
in the future of news dissemination and especially as 
factors affecting the revenue of media companies, has 
provoked an ongoing debate and a global phenomenon. 
In Albania, for different reasons, referral traffic and 
impact on media funds is not necessarily the most 
immediate and important question in the overall 
finances of the online media, or all media, for that 
matter. However, as data shows, it is not a question that 
is negligible by any means. Internet penetration was 
estimated to be close to 66% in December 2017, with 
1,4 million Facebook users, and a 47.7% penetration 
rate of this social network47. While the popularity 

47 Data from Internet World Stats, available at: https://www.
internetworldstats.com/europa2.htm
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of social networks grows in the country, so has the 
presence of online media in social networks, often 
using the practice of sponsored content for specific 
articles or other tools to increase their popularity. 

In order to have a sense of the economic situation of 
the online media, the respondents in the survey were 
asked to compare their current financial position in 
terms of generated revenues compared to a year ago.

Chart 8: “Revenue compared to a year ago”

REVENUE COMPARED TO A YEAR AGO

The chart shows that for the majority of online media 
the situation remains unchanged, while for another 
11% the revenue has decreased this year. 16% of them 
were established this year, making the comparison 
impossible, while 7% preferred not to answer this 
question, and another 1% included non-profit media. It 
is interesting to note that for 27% of the online media 
that responded, the revenue has increased compared 
to a year ago. Having this in mind and referring back 
to the previous data on the business model of online 
media, where 12% were profitable and 45% did not 
make losses, it seems that the economic prospects 
for online media are not entirely bleak. Even though 
these are few data and there are many other factors 
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The chart shows that for the majority of online media the situation remains unchanged, while for 
another 11% the revenue has decreased this year. 16% of them were established this year, 
making the comparison impossible, while 7% preferred not to answer this question, and another 
1% included non-profit media. It is interesting to note that for 27% of the online media that 
responded, the revenue has increased compared to a year ago. Having this in mind and referring 
back to the previous data on the business model of online media, where 12% were profitable and 

47 Data from Internet World Stats, available at: https://www.internetworldstats.com/europa2.htm  
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to consider in the long-term, online media certainly 
seems an attractive option in terms of market survival 
or expansion at the moment, also due to the lower 
maintenance costs compared to traditional media.

Chart 9: “Perception on financial future of the media”

PERCEPTION ON FINANCIAL FUTURE OF THE MEDIA

When asked about the perception they had on the 
future of their finances, representatives of online 
media indeed seemed to be optimistic for the most 
part. 52% of them declared they felt optimistic, while 
29% said they were not certain about their perception 
in this regard. Only 19% of them declared they were 
pessimistic, indicating that there is a significant 
momentum and optimism about surviving in this 
market for online media currently, as the high number 
of emerging online media also witnesses.

45% did not make losses, it seems that the economic prospects for online media are not entirely 
bleak. Even though these are few data and there are many other factors to consider in the long-
term, online media certainly seems an attractive option in terms of market survival or expansion 
at the moment, also due to the lower maintenance costs compared to traditional media.
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Table 9: “Perception on financial future of the media”

When asked about the perception they had on the future of their finances, representatives of 
online media indeed seemed to be optimistic for the most part. 52% of them declared they felt 
optimistic, while 29% said they were not certain about their perception in this regard. Only 19% 
of them declared they were pessimistic, indicating that there is a significant momentum and 
optimism about surviving in this market for online media currently, as the high number of 
emerging online media also witnesses.

6. Professionalism and human resources in online media
 

Sufficient and professionally capable human resources are a precondition for an ethical and 
professional media, and online media is not an exception. For this purpose, the survey conducted 
with representatives of online media attempts to sketch the main patterns in the newsroom 
structure in terms of staff number, the division of job positions, the workload compared to staff, 
and training needs and opportunities that would be of interest to representatives of online media.
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58%26%

11%
2% 3%

Newsroom staff

1 - 5

6 - 10

11 - 15

16 - 20

> 20

Table 10: “Newsroom staff”

When looking at the numbers of staff in the newsrooms of online media, it is clear that the 
majority of newsrooms have a minimum number of employees, trying to keep the costs down, 
and also reflecting the increasing tendency of journalists moving away from field reporting and 
closer to desktop reporting. 58% of them said that the staff of their newsroom was no more than 
five persons, and another 26% declared that the staff number ranged from 6 to 10 persons. Only 
11% said they had between 11-15 members in their staff and the numbers of those media that 
had more than 16 persons, or even 20, were even less. In addition, a few media outlets also stated 
that even though their permanent staff is small, they tend to work mostly with contributors, 
which are not calculated in the permanent structure.

30%

18%

37%

15%

Staff trends compared to last year
has increased has decreased is the same established this year

Table 11: “Staff trends compared to last year”

In order to map any changes in the landscape of online media regarding staff, respondents were 
asked regarding the trends on numbers of staff compared to last year. 15% of them said they 
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Chart 11: “Staff trends compared to last year”

STAFF TRENDS COMPARED TO LAST YEAR

When looking at the numbers of staff in the 
newsrooms of online media, it is clear that the majority 
of newsrooms have a minimum number of employees, 
trying to keep the costs down, and also reflecting the 
increasing tendency of journalists moving away from 
field reporting and closer to desktop reporting. 58% of 
them said that the staff of their newsroom was no more 
than five persons, and another 26% declared that the 
staff number ranged from 6 to 10 persons. Only 11% 
said they had between 11-15 members in their staff 
and the numbers of those media that had more than 
16 persons, or even 20, were even less. In addition, a 
few media outlets also stated that even though their 
permanent staff is small, they tend to work mostly 
with contributors, which are not calculated in the 
permanent structure.
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When looking at the numbers of staff in the newsrooms of online media, it is clear that the 
majority of newsrooms have a minimum number of employees, trying to keep the costs down, 
and also reflecting the increasing tendency of journalists moving away from field reporting and 
closer to desktop reporting. 58% of them said that the staff of their newsroom was no more than 
five persons, and another 26% declared that the staff number ranged from 6 to 10 persons. Only 
11% said they had between 11-15 members in their staff and the numbers of those media that 
had more than 16 persons, or even 20, were even less. In addition, a few media outlets also stated 
that even though their permanent staff is small, they tend to work mostly with contributors, 
which are not calculated in the permanent structure.
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In order to map any changes in the landscape of 
online media regarding staff, respondents were asked 
regarding the trends on numbers of staff compared to 
last year. 15% of them said they were established this 
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were established this year and could not compare. 30% of them said that the staff increased 
compared to a year ago, and another 37% said that there had not been changes in staff number. 
Only 18% declared that they had fewer staff as compared to last year. These numbers show that 
there tends to be a migration of journalists working in online media, since online media report an 
increase in staff, while staff of televisions and print media seems to gradually decrease. Data 
from the Union of Journalists also tend to show that the number of employees of online media 
has increased, at the expense of the staff of traditional media newsrooms, reflecting also the great 
number of online media that has emerged48.

19

50

45

6

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

yes

no

to some degree

totally insufficient

Is the staff sufficient?

Table 12: “Is the staff sufficient?”

Online media representatives responding to the survey were also asked to consider if the staff of 
their newsrooms was sufficient for the workload the media had to face. Most of them appeared 
unsatisfied when comparing the workload with the staff. Only 19 said that the staff was 
sufficient, whereas 45 said that it was sufficient only to some degree, implying that it would help 
to have more staff. Another 50 said that the staff was not sufficient, and another 6 considered it 
extremely insufficient to carry out the workload. However, this is a problem that routinely has 
affected most traditional media, as well, and is not exclusive to online media. As indicated also 
by interviews, it is also logical that with lower number of staff one would expect a lower quality 
of information. 

48 Interview with Aleksander Cipa, head of Union of Albanian Journalists. 
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Chart 13: “Staff structure of online media”

STAFF STRUCTURE OF ONLINE MEDIA

that the staff was sufficient, whereas 45 said that it 
was sufficient only to some degree, implying that it 
would help to have more staff. Another 50 said that 
the staff was not sufficient, and another 6 considered 
it extremely insufficient to carry out the workload. 
However, this is a problem that routinely has affected 
most traditional media, as well, and is not exclusive 
to online media. As indicated also by interviews, it is 
also logical that with lower number of staff one would 
expect a lower quality of information. 
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Table 13: “Staff structure of online media”

The survey also tries to break down the roles in the newsroom structure. The respondents 
indicated that the overwhelming majority of the newsroom staff was made of journalists and 
editors, more specifically 72% of online media included in the survey. The second major group 
of newsroom staff belonged to technical staff, namely IT and webmasters, 13% of them. 
However, quite a few online media pointed out that they preferred to hire external services of a 
company or professional, rather than have the technical staff as permanent staff of the newsroom, 
while others indicated that these were usually part-time employees. The other staff members that 
followed were administrative staff (7%), and the smallest groups were the copy editors and the 
marketing section, with 4 % each. Most online media that are part of a traditional media said that 
the supportive staff (administration and marketing) is that of the traditional media they were 
affiliated with. Many online media did not have a marketing person at all. Considering that a few 
of them did not even carry advertising, it would make sense not to have such a person in the 
media staff. At the same time, many media outlets did not have a copy editor, something that is 
evident in the quality of language and the copious spelling and grammar mistakes that are visible 
each day in online media especially. 
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Chart 14: “Which staff would you like to add if you could?”

WHICH STAFF WOULD YOU LIKE TO ADD IF YOU COULD?

as permanent staff of the newsroom, while others 
indicated that these were usually part-time employees. 
The other staff members that followed were 
administrative staff (7%), and the smallest groups were 
the copy editors and the marketing section, with 4 % 
each. Most online media that are part of a traditional 
media said that the supportive staff (administration 
and marketing) is that of the traditional media they 
were affiliated with. Many online media did not have a 
marketing person at all. Considering that a few of them 
did not even carry advertising, it would make sense not 
to have such a person in the media staff. At the same 
time, many media outlets did not have a copy editor, 
something that is evident in the quality of language 
and the copious spelling and grammar mistakes that 
are visible each day in online media especially. 

In order to have a sense of the greatest needs in terms 
of staff, online media respondents were asked that, if 
given the chance, what kind of staff would they like 
to add to the newsroom, professional staff, technical, 
administrative, or all of these. Only 15% of them said 
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professional staff technical staff administrative staff all of these

Table 14: “Which staff would you like to add if you could?”

In order to have a sense of the greatest needs in terms of staff, online media respondents were 
asked that, if given the chance, what kind of staff would they like to add to the newsroom, 
professional staff, technical, administrative, or all of these. Only 15% of them said they would 
like to add all of these staff, indicating that there is no particular request for administrative staff. 
In fact, only 3% said they would like to have more administrative staff, and another 15% 
declared they would like to have more technical persons in their media outlet. The majority, 67% 
of them, responded they would like to have a greater number of professional staff, meaning 
persons directly responsible for content, journalists, editors, etc. So, even though 72% the staff of 
the online media in the survey was made of journalists, 67% of the online media said they would 
like to have an even greater number of journalists still, showing the great need to increase 
newsroom with reporters and reduce the current workload, and perhaps improve the quality of 
the current content.
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Table 15: “Training of staff” Table 16: “Training needs”

When asked if the staff in their newsrooms had received training, most respondents, 90 of them, 
said that they had. Despite this, to the question if their staff would benefit from training, an even 
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Chart 15: “Training of staff”
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When asked if the staff in their newsrooms had 
received training, most respondents, 90 of them, said 
that they had. Despite this, to the question if their staff 
would benefit from training, an even greater number, 
105 of them, agreed that training would be necessary, 
which means that the online media representatives 
recognize the need for more training, or continued 
training for their staff, in order to improve the quality 
of the content they disseminate.

Chart 17: “Interest for staff training”

INTEREST FOR STAFF TRAINING

When asked about particular needs regarding staff 
training, to see what would be more beneficial to their 
situation, most preferences went for technical skills 
training and for topical reporting, respectively 50 and 52 
responses each. This means that the majority of online 
media would need more training on what would make 
essentially a multimedia reporter, as well as a more 
complete journalist in terms of reporting on a special 
topic or field, rather than a general reporter without a 
specific focus. A lower number of respondents, 36 of 

greater number, 105 of them, agreed that training would be necessary, which means that the 
online media representatives recognize the need for more training, or continued training for their 
staff, in order to improve the quality of the content they disseminate.
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Table 17: “Interest for staff training”

When asked about particular needs regarding staff training, to see what would be more beneficial 
to their situation, most preferences went for technical skills training and for topical reporting, 
respectively 50 and 52 responses each. This means that the majority of online media would need 
more training on what would make essentially a multimedia reporter, as well as a more complete 
journalist in terms of reporting on a special topic or field, rather than a general reporter without a 
specific focus. A lower number of respondents, 36 of them, chose basic reporting skills, whereas 
another 9 indicated other training needs. These extra training needs were a mix of professional 
and marketing skills, indicating such areas as: multimedia reporting, social media use for 
improving online media performance, marketing tools for journalists, and a few requests were 
also related specifically to training for proper use of Albanian language. This last request
highlights again the extremely poor situation of correct use of the language in online media, as 
identified by many experts of media and language, and as admitted by representatives of online 
media, too.

7. Regulation and self-regulation of online media
 

Development of online media has progressed rapidly in recent years. News portals are 
mushrooming, while citizens are increasingly referring to online, rather than traditional media. 
The quick development of new and online media, while expanding the space of freedom of 
expression, it has also brought about an intensification of hate speech, violation of privacy, 
discriminatory remarks, etc. This situation has led to several attempts of drafting legal regulation. 
Even though so far they have failed to materialize, it is clear that this is a sensitive area to great 
part of the public and public figures and will most likely be the next battle for freedom of 
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7

Regulation and self-regulation
of online media 

Development of online media has progressed rapidly 
in recent years. News portals are mushrooming, while 
citizens are increasingly referring to online, rather 
than traditional media. The quick development of 
new and online media, while expanding the space of 
freedom of expression, it has also brought about an 
intensification of hate speech, violation of privacy, 
discriminatory remarks, etc. This situation has led 
to several attempts of drafting legal regulation. Even 
though so far they have failed to materialize, it is clear 
that this is a sensitive area to great part of the public 
and public figures and will most likely be the next 
battle for freedom of expression. At the same time, 
most online media seem to enjoy the freedom provided 
to them by legal framework, but rarely step up their 
efforts to establish practices that would lead to a more 
ethical environment.  

Rules of conduct for online media

Specific legislation on content of online media is 
generally lacking, while the same general principles 
that govern the other media are supposed to be 
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valid also for editorial content of online media. The 
following sections provide an overview of the main 
regulation that affects online media, such as freedom of 
expression, defamation, hate speech, and e-commerce 
provisions, along with recent initiatives to introduce 
new rules for online media content. Finally, the section 
concludes with an overview of self-regulation trends in 
the media landscape of Albania, focusing especially on 
online media problems. 

- Freedom of expression and editorial content 
regulation

While technical aspects of online media are 
regulated by the Law on Electronic Communications, 
there is no specific legislation addressing or regulating 
online media content. However, in theory, the basic 
principles set out in legislation that govern media can 
be applicable to online media, too. 

In this respect, media freedom and freedom of 
expression are among the personal rights and freedom 
enshrined in the Constitution of Albania, more 
specifically in Article 22: 

(1) Freedom of expression is guaranteed.
(2) The freedom of the press, radio and television 

are guaranteed.
(3) Prior censorship of a means of communication 

is prohibited49.

49 Constitution of Albania, 1998.
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The constitution dates back from 1998, and even 
though it does not mention online media among the 
kinds of media listed, the principle of guaranteed 
freedom can also extend to online media.

The guarantee for media freedom in the Constitution 
is further elaborated in sector-specific laws, such as 
the Law on Press and the Law on Audiovisual Media. 
In the early post-dictatorship years a restrictive law 
on press was introduced, which was opposed by the 
media community. The next government in 1997 
repealed the law and currently the Law on the Press 
only states: “The press is free. Freedom of the press is 
protected by law.”50 While this has been interpreted 
as a liberal approach towards press content, at the 
same time it also should suggest that the press should  
assume editorial responsibility to the press, veering 
towards press self-regulation. “Whatever one might 
think of such political symbolism, in legal terms it 
means that current Albanian law includes no clear 
provisions on matters of editorial responsibility and 
related questions.”51

The same situation is valid also for audiovisual 
media. Article 4 of the Law on Audiovisual Media52 ranks 
freedom of expression and freedom of audiovisual 
media operators among the fundamental principles of 
audiovisual broadcast:

50 Law no.8239, “On Press,” 1997.
51 Irion, K., Cavaliere, P., and Pavli, D. 2015. Comparative study of best 

European practices of online content regulation. Law and policy of 
online content regulation, in particular defamation online, in the light 
of Albanian legislative proposals. Study commissioned by the Council of 
Europe, Amsterdam/ Edinburgh/ Tirana, August 2015.

52 Law on Audiovisual Media 97/2013.
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(1) Audiovisual broadcasting activity shall be 
pursued on the basis of the following  principles: 

a) Audiovisual broadcasting activity shall be 
free. 

(2) The audiovisual service operators during the 
exercise of their activity shall be also guided by 
the following principles: 

a) Guaranteeing of the freedom of expression. 
b) Guaranteeing of the right to information. 

Neither the law on press, nor the law on audiovisual 
media tackle the online content of publications and 
radios and televisions. However, in theory the same 
principles that are valid for content broadcast over 
ether and published in paper, are also valid in websites 
of traditional media. 

- Defamation regulation

In March 2012, Albania amended both the Penal 
and Civil Codes provisions on defamation, bringing 
them into much closer alignment with European 
democratic standards. The legal reform was a result 
of almost seven years of lobbying by a group of civil 
society organizations, who managed to lobby with 
the government and parliament and finally pass the 
amendments. The reforms were important ones, as 
they improved the standards of guaranteeing freedom 
of expression, while clarifying the criteria that the court 
must consider when awarding damages of reputation53. 
They also removed previous prison sentences, although 

53  AMI, “Monitoring implementation of laws on defamation and libel,” 
2015.
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defamation is not yet fully decriminalized. Defamation 
provisions are not specifically targeting media 
content, and neither do they address online media 
content. Their main purpose is to offer guarantees for 
protecting human dignity and reputation, and, in this 
respect, they also cover all kinds of media content, 
including online media, although not specified in the 
law. Although discussions at the time of defamation 
reform also addressed online media regulation, no such 
regulation was introduced for the time being. “When 
the 2012 reforms were being debated in parliamentary 
committees, the need to regulate questions of online 
defamation was briefly considered but ultimately 
dropped as premature.”54

Penal Code 
One of the most significant changes made to the 

Penal Code provisions on defamation included the 
lifting of special protection to public officials, who have 
to go the same route as ordinary citizens in case they 
consider themselves defamed.  

Another very important amendment was repealing 
prison terms for defamation. Even though these articles 
were never used in recent years, the mere possibility 
of them being used constituted a potential threat to 
freedom of expression. However, the reform was not 
considered ideal from freedom of expression angle, 
as articles on insult and libel were still preserved as 

54 Irion, K., Cavaliere, P., and Pavli, D. 2015. Comparative study of best 
European practices of online content regulation. Law and policy of 
online content regulation, in particular defamation online, in the light 
of Albanian legislative proposals. Study commissioned by the Council of 
Europe, Amsterdam/ Edinburgh/ Tirana, August 2015.
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misdemeanors, subject to a fine. “In fact, maximum fine 
amounts were increased to 3 million ALL (ca.21,000 
Euros) ...and in addition, a conviction under either 
article will still produce a criminal record.”55

On a more positive note, the reform of the defamation 
provisions in the Penal Code specified that “in order 
to be found guilty of calumny, a defendant must have 
acted with ‘knowledge of the falsity’ of the defamatory 
utterances.”56 Although this is a rather high bar for 
proving the offenses, the court practice in this area is 
far from strict. 57

Civil Code
The main aim of the 2012 amendments to the Civil 

Code was to provide clear, specific and potentially 
exhaustive criteria for the judges in providing damages 
for the persons defamed and offended, as compared to 
previous such regulation, which was considered too 
broad and vague, subject to court interpretation, which 
was not always consistent.

In this respect, one of the major changes was 
the introduction of a proportionality mechanism 
in awarding damages. “As a general principle, any 
compensation granted under the new provision should 
be proportionate and seek to ‘reinstate the right that 
has been violated’ rather than punish the defendant.”58  

The reform of the Civil Code on defamation also 
defined eleven factors59 that the court should take 

55 Ibid.
56 Ibid.
57 Ibid.
58 Ibid.
59 Civil Code, Art. 647/a.
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into account in determining liability, which are not 
exhaustive. Some of the criteria that are specified 
include whether the allegations are a fact or an opinion, 
their truthfulness, if they quote third parties, the way 
they have been disseminated, whether the person 
defaming has benefited from it, etc. Of particular 
relevance to media outlets are several criteria that the 
judges should consider in these cases, more specifically:

-  whether the defendant has acted according to 
ethical norms of the profession; 

-  whether the defendant has reported on 
allegations by other parties;

- whether the defendant has acted on public 
interest, seeking to establish a public interest 
test;

-  whether the statements are facts or opinions, 
and the truthfulness or falsity of the statements.  

In addition, a requirement for the courts was 
introduced, so that they consider also the financial 
burden that the damages awarded will impose on the 
defendant, which is especially important and relevant 
in the cases of lawsuits against media outlets.

Court practice on defamation cases
Even though the reforms on defamation provisions 

were also intended to further assist court decisions that 
would balance freedom of expression to the need to 
protect human dignity, the judicial practice seems to not 
always hold up to the standards set by the defamation 
reforms. “Most high-profile disputes in recent years 
have not involved media defendants, but members of 
parliament and senior politicians suing each other over 
allegations of corruption and malfeasance, in a direct 
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extension of political battles into the courtrooms.”60 
A monitoring of court cases in the Tirana district in 
the years 2012-2014 also revealed that the cases 
against media are only a small percentage of ongoing 
defamation lawsuits and many of them are dropped by 
the plaintiffs along the way, or even when the District 
Court has ruled against media, the Court of Appeals has 
tended to either rule in favor, or to lower the damages 
awarded61. However, other studies have indicated that 
in general the application of defamation provisions by 
courts is not consistent. “While the courts tend to pay 
lip service to the relevant ECHR case law, its application 
remains uneven at best.”62

There is no court information regarding cases on 
online media content. However, the weaknesses of the 
judicial practice in the country in principle can affect 
the future situation with online media content and 
freedom, too.

Hate speech provisions

Hate speech is regulated in the Penal Code, which 
means that it is applicable to all citizens, and it is not 

60 Irion, K., Cavaliere, P., and Pavli, D. 2015. Comparative study of best 
European practices of online content regulation. Law and policy of 
online content regulation, in particular defamation online, in the light 
of Albanian legislative proposals. Study commissioned by the Council of 
Europe, Amsterdam/ Edinburgh/ Tirana, August 2015.

61 AMI, “Monitoring implementation of laws on defamation and libel,” 
2015.

62 Irion, K., Cavaliere, P., and Pavli, D. 2015. Comparative study of best 
European practices of online content regulation. Law and policy of 
online content regulation, in particular defamation online, in the light 
of Albanian legislative proposals. Study commissioned by the Council of 
Europe, Amsterdam/ Edinburgh/ Tirana, August 2015.
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media-specific. Article 265 of the Penal Code states: 
“Incitement of hatred or conflicts between nationalities, 
races, and religions, as well as the preparation and 
dissemination of articles with such content is punishable 
through fine or imprisonment, up to 10 years.” In addition, 
article 266 further details the prohibition of hate speech: 
“Endangering public order by calling for hate against 
parts of population of insulting and slandering them, 
demanding use of violence and arbitrary actions against 
them, is punishable through fine or imprisonment, up to 
five years.” 

Furthermore, Article 232/a of the Penal Code 
punishes the incitement of terrorist acts: “incitement, 
public call, distribution of pieces of writing or 
propaganda in other forms, with the aim of supporting 
or committing one or more acts for terrorist purposes 
and financing of terrorism, if they do not constitute 
other criminal act, are punishable by imprisonment 
from four up to ten years.”

Other provisions address offenses committed 
through computer systems. Article 74/a establishes 
that public dissemination through computer systems 
of materials that deny, minimize, approve or justify 
genocide is punishable by three to six years of 
imprisonment. In addition, Article 119/a states that 
public dissemination through computer systems of 
racist or xenophobic content constitutes a criminal 
misdemeanor punishable by a fine or imprisonment of 
up to two years.

So far there have been no public cases of use of these 
articles against the media.
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Specific provisions on online media 

There are several laws that regulate online media from 
the technical point of view, but there are no provisions 
on content of these media. The most important one 
is the Law on Electronic Communications, which 
regulates access to internet and the activity of Internet 
Service Providers, but does not establish any rules on 
the content of communication networks. 

Some efforts to regulate part of the content were 
provided by the adoption of the Law on Electronic 
Commerce in 2009 and further amended, which 
sought out to harmonize Albanian legislation with EU 
E-Commerce Directive. More specifically, the law states 
that any legal or physical person is free to offer services 
of information society without any preliminary 
authorization or any other similar requirement. In 
fact, there is no obligation for online media to register 
with any authorities. The only request they have to 
make is to the regulatory authority on electronic 
communication, if they want to obtain a domain ending 
in .al, but even this is a formal requirement, which 
applies to all websites, not only to media, and which 
does not meddle with content in the websites.

According to e-commerce regulation service 
providers that offer access to information for third 
parties are not liable for the information in case they did 
not have awareness on illegal nature of the information, 
but once they become aware of such nature, they should 
remove the information63. Furthermore, the law states 
that the service providers do not have the obligation 

63 Law no. 10128, “On E-commerce.”
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to monitor the information and prevent illegal use of 
information. At the same time, the service providers 
of information society should notify immediately 
responsible authorities if they suspect that the users 
of their services are involved in illegal activity or have 
submitted illegal information. 

A few years ago the-then Ministry of Innovation 
and Public Administration worked on amending the 
e-commerce regulation, in order to include not only 
e-commerce, but also services of information society 
defined as online selling of goods, and services offering 
information, services that consist in conveying or 
preserving information through a communication 
network, etc.

The amendments aimed to establish some ground 
rules and responsibilities for portals, including those 
that convey information, such as online news media. 
The proposed amendment aimed for the portals to 
provide basic details on their contact information, such 
as location, contact address, etc. 

The main novelty, and the most disputed one 
in the case of this amendment, was related to the 
responsibility that the amendment imposed regarding 
hosting.  The amendment specified that the service 
providers do not bear responsibility for the content 
if they are not aware of any illegal action or content. 
In addition, the amendment stipulated that the 
portals do not bear responsibility if, when notified 
or informed of illegal action or content, they act 
quickly to remove access to the information, namely 
the “notice and take down” clause. The procedure in 
this case was the following: within 24 hours from the 
court decision or the request from the responsible 
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authority, the information is removed from the portal. 
Also, if an affected actor informs the service provider 
of the nature of information, the service provider 
notifies the responsible authorities and removes the 
information from the portal, until official authority 
makes a decision. The current legislation (Art.22) also 
stipulates sanctions of ALL200,000 or ALL100,000 
(when violation is done by physical person)  in cases 
when the service provider violates the rules posed 
by this law, meaning that the failure to respect the 
“notice and take down” clause would result in financial 
sanctions, too.

The amendments have gone through several drafts 
and consultation meetings with different actors. A joint 
written comment64 of the Open Society Foundation 
Albania and Albanian Media Institute identified three 
main problems with the proposed amendment:

- The impossibility of adopting a unique “notice 
and take down” model. In the Albanian context it 
would be very difficult to adopt a unique scheme 
that would fit all, hence sector specific solutions 
would be more adaptable and desirable. 

- The risk of private censorship. The proposed 
amendment, according to the comments on 
the draft, created a scheme that transforms the 
“safe harbor” of the EU E-commerce directive 
in a punishing regime, weakening the editorial 
autonomy of portals, forcing them to remove 
information only based on private complaints. 

64 OSFA/AMI, “Comments on draft amendments to E-commerce 
regulation,” March 2016: http://www.institutemedia.org/Documents/
PDF/Comments%20on%20amendments%20to%20Ecommerce%20
regulation.pdf
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In addition, the scheme is hardly applicable, 
given that it assumes that for every field there 
is a competent authority to address in case of 
complaints, which is not the case, and which 
leads to deficits in democratic practice. 

- The risk of administrative censorship. Only 
a few administrative authorities have clear 
legal competences and institutional autonomy 
to make decisions on some of the potential 
conflicts in the online environment, such 
as commissioners against discrimination, 
for personal data protection, for consumer 
protection, etc. However, the amendment’s 
definition of responsible authority is much 
broader, including also police and other agencies 
directly responding to the executive power. 
In this context “they cannot act as arbiters in 
issues related to fundamental individual rights 
and especially on the free circulation of ideas 
and information in internet.”65

At the moment this amendment has been left 
aside, also due to the reformulation of government 
structure and the fact that the Ministry in charge of this 
amendment stopped existing. 

Other initiatives to regulate online media 
content

Another significant development in legislative 
efforts to regulate online media content has been the 
so-called Bregu amendment. This amendment was 

65 Ibid.
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first discussed in April 2015, aiming to introduce a new 
article into the Civil Code, establishing responsibility 
for publication of comments that affect a person’s 
dignity and reputation. The proposed article further 
specified civil regulation of defamation, extending 
to online publication. The proposed amendment 
would force administrators of electronic portals, 
including those of the media, to “prevent publication 
of any comment that infringes on a person’s honour, 
personality or reputation.” If the administrator failed 
to prevent such publications, he/she would be held 
liable for damage caused. The draft amendment 
also forced the administrator to delete published 
comments, once the person whose reputation has been 
harmed claims such harm from the administrator. In 
case the administrator fails to respond to such claims 
and does not delete the comment, he/she again would 
be held liable. The draft amendment also stipulated 
that if the person commenting is identifiable, he/
she is also liable, apart from the administrator. If the 
commentator was not identifiable, the liability rests 
only with the administrator, who is supposed to delete 
such comments in due time. 

The main justification provided for introducing 
such a proposal came from the status of derogatory 
comments by users of online portals and social media, 
as well as encouraged by the ruling on the Delfi vs. 
Estonia case. Although initially the Parliamentary 
Commission on Media in principle supported the 
proposal, they decided to wait until final decision on 
the Delfi case was made. In 2016 MP Majlinda Bregu 
clarified that she had withdrawn the amendment.

Another proposal of December 2016 has been hinted 
first by the Prime Minister and then substantiated by 
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Socialist MP Taulant Balla. After continuous claims that 
many portals are defamatory and also politicized, and in 
the context of imminent general elections of 2017, Balla 
“called for obligatory registration and the blocking of 
sites that fail to register during electoral campaigns.”66 
According to the news report, the draft proposal states 
that “the usage of web portals which are not controlled by 
the Media Monitoring Board for electoral propaganda is 
prohibited.”67 However, this also turned out to be a pre-
election campaign discussion and did not materialize 
in any more specific initiative. 

Self-regulation in online media

In general, the legal framework for online media 
content, and media in general, is either totally missing 
or of a liberal nature, defining basic principles of 
editorial content alone, leaving it up to media outlets to 
further elaborate editorial standards. Such a context is 
supposed to encourage self-regulation of media outlets, 
in order to balance the freedom the legal framework 
tends to grant with the need to assume responsibility 
for the information they publish and the way it affects 
the public. 

Self-regulation efforts first started in 1996, the 
year when the first Code of Ethics for Albanian 
journalists was drafted by Albanian Media Institute, 
with the endorsement of the then two main journalism 

66 Gj. Erebara, “Albania ruling party seeks more control of online 
media,” Balkan Insight: http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/
albania-ruling-party-wants-public-control-and-closure-of-web-
publications-12-13-2016 

67 Ibid.
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associations. A proposed law on press in 2001 also 
stipulated the establishment of an Order of Journalists, 
mainly based on the Italian model, but it was strongly 
opposed by the media community at the time.

The Code of Ethics was again revised in 2006, in 
order to update ethical guidelines to the changing 
media environment. In 2006, parallel to the revision 
of the Code there was also an attempt to establish a 
self-regulatory mechanism. The consultation process 
involved then the main media outlets, who formally 
welcomed the establishment of a self-regulatory 
body, but, once more, failed to actualize such a body. 
The Code was again revised in 2018, by a group of 
experts, who also drafted guidelines for online media, 
as a specific way to address the problem with ethics 
in online media. At the same time, the Media Council 
was established in the recent years, as an organization 
of several journalists coming together to act as a self-
regulatory body and promote ethics in the media. 
It remains to be seen what will be the effect of these 
developments in the online media landscape. 

To this day, no media newsroom has established 
its own code or any other self-regulatory rules or 
mechanisms. The only exceptions are the Free and 
Fair Media, that have their own code of conduct online, 
but no self-regulatory body, and the recent drafting 
and adoption of Editorial Guidelines from public 
broadcaster RTSH in late 2016, which is a very detailed 
and exhaustive document addressing ethical dilemmas, 
but it remains to be seen how it will be implemented in 
the future. 

As late comers, the online media are not different in 
terms of self-regulation efforts. In fact, recent initiatives 
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to adopt a more restrictive legislation, as mentioned 
above, have targeted specifically online media, due 
to the more relaxed environment they work in, as 
well as due to their increasing popularity. In addition, 
the fact that they are open to online comments by 
users makes them particularly vulnerable to calls for 
adopting stricter rules of administering content and 
especially comments from third parties. “In general, 
user comments contain significantly more offensive 
speech than professionally produced content.”68

Following on the tracks of traditional media before 
them, the online media do not have codes of ethics and 
also lack any unified practice on how to handle user-
generated content (UGC). “The range of policies goes 
from lack of any policy or intervention, to a warning 
to readers to formulate decent comments, to some 
moderation, or more severe moderation where only 
the relevant and decent comments go through.”69 A few 
websites also require that comments register in order 
to comment, a practice that seems to discourage the 
number of comments by users.  

Apart from the generally primitive state of self-
regulation practices in the journalism profession, 
financial reasons seem to be the most frequent 
explanations by online media staff on the weak or 

68 Irion, K., Cavaliere, P., and Pavli, D. 2015. Comparative study of best 
European practices of online content regulation. Law and policy of 
online content regulation, in particular defamation online, in the light 
of Albanian legislative proposals. Study commissioned by the Council of 
Europe, Amsterdam/ Edinburgh/ Tirana, August 2015.

69 Ilda Londo, Hate Speech in Online Media in Southeast Europe 
(Albania section), Tirana: Albania Media Institute, 2014, <http://www.
institutemedia.org/Documents/PDF/Hate%20speech%20in%20
online%20media%20in%20SEE.pdf>
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total absence of moderation of online comments. 
The reasons provided usually are twofold: the lack of 
financial means to employ staff that would filter and 
moderate comments70, and also the fact that greater 
number of comments translate into greater number 
of clicks and visits on site, meaning greater financial 
reward71. In spite of the reasons and their validity, the 
trend to impose new or stricter rules on online media 
content is evident, and while freedom of expression 
should be paramount, the fact that the online media 
rarely shows any will to put some order or assume 
responsibility for the content on their websites is not 
likely to help their cause against stricter legislation 
proposals in the future.

70 Rrapo Zguri, The Development of the Internet and Social Media in 
Albania.

71 Comments by online media representatives, Tirana, May 19, 2015.
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8

Ethical conduct in online media

Ethics and online media are not necessarily 
associated with one another in the public debate on 
the media and there is a high sense of perception, even 
among the media community, that the portals have 
brought down the quality of reporting in the country. 
In order to see the practice of online media and their 
perception in this field, the survey also addressed 
specific questions related to ethics in the media.

Chart 18: “Have you approved ethical rules?”

HAVE YOU APPROVED ETHICAL RULES?
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no
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Table 18: “Have you approved ethical rules?”

When asked if their online media had approved a code of ethics or professional rules to abide by, 
the majority of respondents, 71 of them, said that they had not gone through such a process 
formally, but there is a general agreement that certain rules will be respected by all. 39 of the 
respondents said that they had approved such a code or rules. However, it is very rare to find 
such a code or rules published in the websites of these portals, with only a few exceptions. Only 
8 of them admitted they had not approved such rules and one was not sure. These statistics are a 
bit surprising, considering that one of the most discussed aspects and general public 
dissatisfaction with the news portals is precisely the ethical problems and the lack of 
accountability to public complaints. So, even though not all online media suffer a low ethical 
level, there are visible problems with many of them, which means that there is ample room for 
improvement in the implementation of ethical rules in these media.

71 Comments by online media representatives, Tirana, May 19, 2015. 
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When asked if their online media had approved 
a code of ethics or professional rules to abide by, the 
majority of respondents, 71 of them, said that they 
had not gone through such a process formally, but 
there is a general agreement that certain rules will 
be respected by all. 39 of the respondents said that 
they had approved such a code or rules. However, it is 
very rare to find such a code or rules published in the 
websites of these portals, with only a few exceptions. 
Only 8 of them admitted they had not approved such 
rules and one was not sure. These statistics are a bit 
surprising, considering that one of the most discussed 
aspects and general public dissatisfaction with the 
news portals is precisely the ethical problems and the 
lack of accountability to public complaints. So, even 
though not all online media suffer a low ethical level, 
there are visible problems with many of them, which 
means that there is ample room for improvement in 
the implementation of ethical rules in these media.

A great part of the so-called violations of ethics is 
related to the content contributed by the readers of the 
portals, or the user-generated content, mainly in the 
form of comments to online articles. The comments 
are usually known to include numerous insults and 
profanities, and are often a fertile ground for spreading 
hate speech vis-a-vis minorities, religious communities, 
groups based on sex orientation, particular public 
figures and politicians, etc. How do the online media 
deal with this aspect? The responses vary: from 
disabling comments altogether, to not interfering with 
comments at all, while in between there are media that 
do moderate the comments.
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For the most part, online media have enabled 
comments from users: in 80% of them. In fact, a few 
of the representatives of online media interviewed 
maintained that there are users who are more 
concerned with reading the comments, rather than 
with the content of the article itself.

Chart 19: “Can users comment?”

Chart 20: “Moderation of comments”

CAN USERS COMMENT?

ARE THE COMMENTS MODERATED?

A great part of the so-called violations of ethics is related to the content contributed by the 
readers of the portals, or the user-generated content, mainly in the form of comments to online 
articles. The comments are usually known to include numerous insults and profanities, and are 
often a fertile ground for spreading hate speech vis-a-vis minorities, religious communities, 
groups based on sex orientation, particular public figures and politicians, etc. How do the online 
media deal with this aspect? The responses vary: from disabling comments altogether, to not 
interfering with comments at all, while in between there are media that do moderate the 
comments.

80%

20%

Can the users comment?
yes no

Table 19: “Can users comment?”

For the most part, online media have enabled comments from users: in 80% of them. In fact, a 
few of the representatives of online media interviewed maintained that there are users who are 
more concerned with reading the comments, rather than with the content of the article itself.

74%

26%

Are the comments moderated?
yes no

Table 20: “Moderation of comments”
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Online media representatives were also asked if they did moderate the comments, and the 
majority declared they did: 26% of them said they did not, while 74% said they were in the habit 
of moderating the comments. Again, as in the case of approved rules on ethics and their actual 
implementation, when looking at the quality of the comments and their ethics, it is difficult to 
believe that there is serious moderation effort going on.

44

22

10

pre-publication

post-publication

as a result of complaints

How are the comments moderated?

18

49

6

7

4

administrator

editor / journalist

a specific person

whoever can

other

Who moderates the comments?

Table 21: “How are comments moderated?” Table 22: “Who moderates the comments?”

When asked what is the practice of moderating the comments, 44 of the respondents that 
engaged in this practice said that they did filter the comments before publishing them.  22 of 
them said that they changed the comments after publication, and only 10 of them only acted after 
the complaints received from the public. Hence, most of the filtering happens before being 
published, which would imply a greater effort and workload for already small and overburdened 
newsrooms. 

In this context, the respondents were also asked if they had assigned someone especially for 
moderating the comments. Only 6 out of 84 said that there was a specific person that dealt with 
the comments. In more than half of the cases, 49 out of 84, the editor or journalist had to cover 
the comments, which means even more work for them. Web administrators were involved with 
this task only in 18 cases, and in seven media they responded that whoever could, dealt with this 
problem.

Only a few media have declared their policies of moderating the comments by the users, some in 
a more detailed way than others. For example, Gazeta Shqip has a rather detailed policy on 
comments from readers72. Recognizing the freedom to have and express an opinion, the 
newspaper also highlights the need to be ethical. For this purpose, the policy emphasizes that 
comments should not contain personal offences and spread hate speech vis-a-vis different 
persons, should not contain profanities and incitement to violence in any way. 

72 Policy of Gazeta Shqip on readers’ comments: http://gazeta-shqip.com/lajme/politika-mbi-komentet-e-
lexuesve/  
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When asked what is the practice of moderating the 
comments, 44 of the respondents that engaged in this 
practice said that they did filter the comments before 
publishing them.  22 of them said that they changed 
the comments after publication, and only 10 of them 
only acted after the complaints received from the 
public. Hence, most of the filtering happens before 
being published, which would imply a greater effort 
and workload for already small and overburdened 
newsrooms. 

In this context, the respondents were also asked if 
they had assigned someone especially for moderating 
the comments. Only 6 out of 84 said that there was 
a specific person that dealt with the comments. In 
more than half of the cases, 49 out of 84, the editor or 
journalist had to cover the comments, which means 
even more work for them. Web administrators were 
involved with this task only in 18 cases, and in seven 
media they responded that whoever could, dealt with 
this problem.

Only a few media have declared their policies of 
moderating the comments by the users, some in a 
more detailed way than others. For example, Gazeta 
Shqip has a rather detailed policy on comments from 
readers72. Recognizing the freedom to have and express 
an opinion, the newspaper also highlights the need to 
be ethical. For this purpose, the policy emphasizes that 
comments should not contain personal offences and 
spread hate speech vis-a-vis different persons, should 
not contain profanities and incitement to violence in 
any way. 

72 Policy of Gazeta Shqip on readers’ comments: http://gazeta-shqip.
com/lajme/politika-mbi-komentet-e-lexuesve/
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A few other websites, like Reporter.al has detailed 
information on privacy and data from users, and 
how they are treated73, and a similar concern is also 
displayed by 27.al which includes a link below every 
post with information on the way that users’ data are 
elaborated by the system of the website74, as well as from 
americaneye.al, which lists its policy on personal data75.  
Some websites also require that the users that would 
like to comment go through a process of registration or 
verification, which might also discourage any interest 
in commenting at times. 

The survey also tried to identify if there are any 
accountability mechanisms that online media employ 
vis-a-vis the readers. Accountability and responsibility 
mechanisms are not a well-known phenomenon 
overall in the landscape of Albanian media, and, with 
a few exceptions, such an absence becomes even more 
pronounced against the background of anonymity that 
online media concedes, compared to traditional media.

Chart 23: “Do you have a complaint mechanism?”

DO YOU HAVE A COMPLAINT MECHANISM?

A few other websites, like Reporter.al has detailed information on privacy and data from users, 
and how they are treated73, and a similar concern is also displayed by 27.al which includes a link 
below every post with information on the way that users’ data are elaborated by the system of the 
website,74 as well as from americaneye.al, which lists its policy on personal data75. Some 
websites also require that the users that would like to comment go through a process of 
registration or verification, which might also discourage any interest in commenting at times. 

The survey also tried to identify if there are any accountability mechanisms that online media 
employ vis-a-vis the readers. Accountability and responsibility mechanisms are not a well-
known phenomenon overall in the landscape of Albanian media, and, with a few exceptions,
such an absence becomes even more pronounced against the background of anonymity that 
online media concedes, compared to traditional media.

96

2

22

yes

no

not formally, but complaints are 
considered

Do you have a complaint 
mechanism?

Table 23: “Do you have a complaint mechanism?”

When asked whether their online media did have a complaint mechanism, surprisingly, 96 of 120 
respondents said they did have such a mechanism. Only two said they did not, whereas another 
22 replied that there was no such formal mechanism, but in case of complaints, the online media 
examined them and decided whether to respond or change the content. 

Upon further examination of this feature, through interviews, it would be misleading to speak of 
proper complaint mechanisms in this context. It can hardly be spoken of such persons as reader’s 
advocate, ombudsman, or specific addresses or contacts that would deal with complaints from 
the readers. Instead, the most common “mechanism” is the general e-mail address, where online 
media do receive complaints, and choose whether to consider them or not react at all. Browsing 
the online media for such complaint mechanism, it is very difficult to find them at the end. One 
of the few online media that does have a special link for complaints is that of Gazeta Tema,76

73 Reporter.al’s on privacy and other rules: https://www.reporter.al/politika-e-privatesise-dhe-rregullate-tjera/  
74 27.al  
75 Americaneye.al , https://americaneye.al/contact/  
76 http://www.gazetatema.net/ankesa-per-faqen-online/  
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73 Reporter.al’s on privacy and other rules: https://www.reporter.al/
politika-e-privatesise-dhe-rregullate-tjera/ 

74 27.al 
75 Americaneye.al, https://americaneye.al/contact/
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When asked whether their online media did have 
a complaint mechanism, surprisingly, 96 of 120 
respondents said they did have such a mechanism. 
Only two said they did not, whereas another 22 replied 
that there was no such formal mechanism, but in case 
of complaints, the online media examined them and 
decided whether to respond or change the content. 

Upon further examination of this feature, through 
interviews, it would be misleading to speak of proper 
complaint mechanisms in this context. It can hardly 
be spoken of such persons as reader’s advocate, 
ombudsman, or specific addresses or contacts that 
would deal with complaints from the readers. Instead, 
the most common “mechanism” is the general e-mail 
address, where online media do receive complaints, 
and choose whether to consider them or not react 
at all. Browsing the online media for such complaint 
mechanism, it is very difficult to find them at the end. 
One of the few online media that does have a special 
link for complaints is that of Gazeta Tema76, which has 
a specific address for complaints, but there is no other 
evidence if there are complaints and how Gazeta Tema 
handles them. Another example is that of Reporter.
al, which has a special dedicated section, devoted to 
transparency on complaints and pointing out if there 
is any correction of information following specific 
remarks or complaints77. The fact that it is extremely 
difficult to find in the media any confutation or 
correction, indicates that there is not much happening 
in terms of communication with the public’s complaints 
and accountability does not seem to be a priority. It 

76 http://www.gazetatema.net/ankesa-per-faqen-online/ 
77 https://www.reporter.al/ankesa-dhe-korrigjime/
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is even more challenging to find instances of media 
apologizing for any errors they make, making self-
regulation seem like a very distant mirage.

Apart from accountability, a few media seem to also 
have considered the possibility of receiving information 
on potential topics to explore from the readers and their 
personal experience. For example, Exit.al has a special 
address, inviting the public to send information worthy 
to explore in terms of public interest, guaranteeing 
confidentiality78. Similarly, Gazeta Tema also has a 
special link, where readers can write to the publisher 
regarding a problem they would like to inform the 
public about79.  Along the same lines, Shqiptarja.com 
has a special button “You report,80” where citizens 
can report specific concerns and problems they might 
have. However, there is no information if and how this 
information is used by the media.

Last, but not least, when speaking of ethics and 
responsible journalism, it is difficult not to mention 
the threat of fake news and disinformation campaigns, 
and by no means an Albanian phenomenon. The fact 
that the Oxford dictionary in 2016, after Brexit and 
the controversy on fake news and US Elections, chose 
“post-truth” as the word of the year, is an eloquent 
indication of the dimensions of the problem. However, 
given the general problems with professionalism, 
accurate reporting, independence, funding, and failure 
to be accountable to the public, Albanian media seems 
particularly susceptible to disseminate or be linked 
to fake news or disinformation. Studies have shown 

78 https://exit.al/dergo-informacion-konfidencial/ 
79 http://www.gazetatema.net/leter-botuesit/ 
80 http://shqiptarja.com/raportoni_ju
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that the capability of citizens to make the difference 
between fake news and accurate information is higher 
in societies where trust in people is high, where the 
traditional media are strong and trusted, and where 
education system is reliable and strong81. Unfortunately 
in Albania, after a long transition, none of these aspects 
seem particularly strong, and media and information 
literacy as a way to educate people to view information 
critically is almost unknown. 

Furthermore, the existing practice of using fake news 
as potential funding model is another risk, especially 
considering the financial situation of Albanian media. 
Here is how Aidan White, well-known journalists and a 
fighter for media ethics, describes this problem: “Using 
sophisticated algorithms, bots and turbo-charged 
distribution systems and fed by limitless databanks 
providing personal access to millions of subscribers, 
this business model thrives on ‘viral information; that 
can deliver enough clicks to trigger digital advertising. 
It matters not whether information is true or honest 
or whether it has public purpose; what counts is that 
it is provocative and stimulating enough to attract 
attention.”82 It seems paradoxical that at a time when the 
need for responsible news is more urgent, the funding 
for news seems increasingly dependent on social 
networks, technology giants, and on a business model 
that constantly blurs the border between fake news and 
responsible journalism. “The development of business 

81 http://osi.bg/downloads/File/2018/MediaLiteracyIndex2018_
publishENG.pdf 

82 Aidan White, “Fake News: How the Business of the Digital Age 
Threatens Democracy,”   https://ethicaljournalismnetwork.org/fake-
news-business-democracy
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models driven by algorithms which put clicks before 
content has created a new culture of communications 
in which truth and honesty is obscured by fake news, 
bigotry and malicious lies; and it legitimizes a political 
space that encourages ignorance, uncertainty and fear 
in the minds of voters. These realities raise bigger 
questions about fake news that not only concern the 
future of journalism but also the nature of democracy 
itself.”83 Viewing this problem against the backdrop 
of Albanian media, in terms of both financial means 
and professional human resources, suggests that the 
need to seriously address responsible public-interest 
journalism should be a priority, in order to limit both 
the incentives and the phenomenon of fake news and 
disinformation.    

83 Ibid.
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9

Summary

Online media landscape has certainly boomed 
in the last years, even though no one can say with 
certainty what is the exact number of online news 
media in the country. At the same time, it is not easy 
to identify the persons working in these online media, 
as well as other aspects related to these online media. 
Increased Internet penetration and high use of mobile 
telephony has also further aided and accelerated the 
spread of online media. The fact that for most well-
known journalists’ digital migration or at least a partial 
presence in online media has become the norm, is an 
indication of the attraction or convenience these online 
media represent.  At the same time, the advent of online 
media has furthered the opportunity for media to cater 
to niche audiences, covering narrower fields of interest 
than those of generalist media. 

When it comes to professional resources, online 
media are no different from the rest of the media, 
suffering shortage of staff and a heavy workload, faced 
with increasing competition from their colleagues. 
In this context, online media, like traditional media, 
shows the traits of a journalism that is increasingly 
going towards desktop journalism and further away 
from field reporting. 
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The research also points out that one of the greatest 
problems for the existence and continuation of online 
media outlets in Albania is to secure the funding that 
guarantees survival and optimal operations. Not just in 
Albania, but also in other countries, online media have 
not been able to define a clear and definite economic 
model. Although most online media were optimistic on 
their financial future, the way forward for a sustainable 
economic model is still unknown. However, it is 
important to note also that for the first time in 2017 
online media revenue exceeded the revenue of print 
media. Another modest source of income for online 
media in Albania has been donations from foreign 
or domestic donors. However, practice shows that 
donations may help as a starting point, but they are not 
the solution.

Similarly to traditional media, online media work 
with limited staff, who is not always professionally 
trained. The pressure to speed up the process of 
publishing news in a race with competitors, and the 
limited human resources have led to a situation where 
accuracy of news is the first victim. Furthermore, the 
struggle for a few more clicks has further strengthened 
the tendency to use sensationalism as a way to attract 
attention, while lacking the substance in the content 
of the articles. At the same time, there is a noticeable 
distancing from the sources of information, often 
preferring virtual reality to on field reporting, even 
though this trend plagues traditional media, as well. 

Ethical conduct of online media is one of the most 
defamed aspects in the public debate regarding media, 
sometimes leading to proposals for legally controlling 
such behavior. Although such attempts have resulted 
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unsuccessful for the time being, it is clear that pressure 
on this front is mounting and some self-regulation 
efforts from media would be preferable. Lacking legal 
obligations, or self-regulatory mechanisms to oversee 
ethical behavior, and copy-paste practice, are all aspects 
that further affect the professionalism of online media. 
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Who is who in Albanian online media:

Profi les of online media that 
participated in the survey
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The name of the online media: 24.al 
Web address: www.24.al 
Office address: Fier
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@24.al 

0682057383
Year of establishment: 2009
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Part of another company
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting; 

thematic reporting
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes/ No
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

xhoen@osmenaj.com / info@24.al 
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The name of the online media: 27.al
Web address: www.27.al 
Office address: Kodra e Diellit 59, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 0692064018
Year of establishment : 2016
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Non-profit organization
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Moderim komentimi: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Enkel Demi enkeldemi@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: 360grade.al 
Web address: www.360grade.al 
Office address: Gjin Bue Shpata street, borough no. 5, 

Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 

info@360grade.al 
Year of establishment: 2016

Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Non-profit organization
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting; 

thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
Coordinator: Artur Zheji info@360grade.al 
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The name of the online media: ABC News
Web address: abcnews.al 
Office address: Former Kinostudio, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: abclajm@

gmail.com
Year of establishment : 2010
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: Mainly reporting on politics.
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff:  No
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Unknown.
Editor: Olimbi Xhilaga abclajm@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Agjencia Telegrafike 
Shqiptare (ATSH) (Albanian Telegraphic Agency)

Web address: www.ata.gov.al 
Office address: Gjon Pali II street
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@ata.gov.al 
Year of establishment: 1913
Type of media: Online only, traditional media as well
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: No
Staff moderation of comments: N/A
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
General manager Armela Krasniqi a.krasniqi@ata.

gov.a 
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The name of the online media: ALB 365
Web address: www.alb365.com 
Office address: There is none.
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@alb365.

com 0692129937
Year of establishment : 2014
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Not registered
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting:  No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator:  

beharaj2000@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Albanian Daily News
Web address: www.albaniandailynews.com 
Office address: Dervish Hima street, No.1, Ada Tower, 

first foor, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: editor@

albaniannews.com +35545600613
Year of establishment : 1995
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration:  Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training:  Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: No
Staff moderation of comments: N/A
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
 Editor in chief: Alqi Koçiko alqikociko@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Albanian Free Press
Web address: www.albanianfreepress.al 
Office address: Blv. Petro Nini Luarasi, 14, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: Editor in 

chief@afp.al 
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
 Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Editor in chief@afp.al 
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The name of the online media: Albanian Sports’ 
News Network – Rrjeti Shqiptar i Lajmeve Sportive 
(ASNNN)

Web address: AlbanianSport.net
Office address: Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: albaniansport.

net@gmail.com/ 0682078849
Year of establishment : 2010
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: Sports
Method of registration:  Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: Basic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: No
Staff moderation of comments: N/A
Can the public complain: No
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

albaniansport.net@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Albeu
Web address: www.albeu.com 
Office address: Muhamet Gjollesha street, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 0672223333 

info@albeu.com 
Year of establishment : 2003
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training:  Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes 
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication
Can the public complain: Not formally, but users can 

send letters to the editor
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
 Editor in chief: Emirjon Senja emirjonsenja@gmail.

com 
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The name of the online media: Albspirit
Web address: www.alb-spirit.com 
Office address: Kongresi i Lushnjes street, P. 31, Sh. 2, 

Ap. 18, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 0682062007
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: No
Staff moderation of comments: N/A
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Çerçiz Loloçi 0682062007
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The name of the online media: AlertNews.al
Web address: www.alertnews.al 
Office address: Drini tower,Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@

alertnews.al 069 82 33 566
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: Consumer awareness
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments:  Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator:  

Granit Sokolaj granitsokolaj@gmail.com 069 40 08 
008
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The name of the online media: alpenews.al
Web address: www.alpenews.al 
Office address: Blv. Gjergj Fishta, Tower 6, ap. 18
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 

alfredpeza2000@yahoo.com
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Natural person
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: unknown
Need for additional training: Online reporting skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager Alfred Peza alfredpeza2000@

yahoo.com 
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The name of the online media: American Eye
Web address: www.americaneye.al
Office address: ---

Contact e-mail / telephone number: americaneye@
gmail.com

Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: Basic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: No
Staff moderation of comments: N/A
Can the public complain:  No
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting:  No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Altin Sinani altinsinani@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Amfora.al
Web address: www.amfora.al 
Office address: Sefer Efendiu street, Karanxha 

building, 2001 Durres
Contact e-mail / telephone number: bloguamfora@

gmail.com 0674875057
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: Archeology and monuments of culture
Method of registration: Not registered
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Geri Emiri emirigeri@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Antigonea News
Web address: www.antigonea.news 
Office address: Press center, national highway, 

Gjirokastra
Contact e-mail / telephone number: eserjani@

hotmail.com
Year of establishment: 2015
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest
Method of registration:  Non-profit organization
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Basic reporting; 

technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No
Can the public complain: Po
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Engjell Serjani eserjani@hotmail.com 
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The name of the online media: arbërianews.com
Web address: www.arberianews.com 
Office address: Dinamo market, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: --
Year of establishment : 2015
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Non-profit organization
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: Basic reporting; 

technical skills
Are comments open to the public: No
Staff moderation of comments: N/A
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator:  

Doriol Popa
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The name of the online media: Balkanweb
Web address: www.balkanweb.com 
Office address: Ali Shefqeti street, Shkoze
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 0688018777
Year of establishment : 2000
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting; 

technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
 Editor in chief: Matilda Arapi m.arapi@balkanweb.

com 
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The name of the online media: Berati Millennium
Web address: www.berati-millennium.com
Office address: Lagjja 30 vjetori, Berat
Contact e-mail / telephone number: berati.

millennium@gmail.com 0697301167
Year of establishment : 2010
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Non-profit organization
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior and after 

publication
Can the public complain: Not formally, but users can 

send letters to the editor
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Abedin Kaja dinokaja@yahoo.com 
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The name of the online media: Berati News
Web address: www.beratinews.com
Office address: Berat
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 0693771989
Year of establishment: 2014
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Not registered
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

mlapardhaja@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Bionews
Web address: www.bionews.al 
Office address: Blv. Bajram Curri, prane Gj. Apelit 

(near the Court of Appeals building), Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@bionews.

al 0683531907
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: Agriculture and farming
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No 
Can the public complain: Yes/ No
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Nertila Spiri nertilaspiri@yahoo.com 0683531907
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The name of the online media: Blitz.al
Web address: www.blitz.al 
Office address:---

Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@blitz.al 
Year of establishment : 2016
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: Showbiz
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting; 

thematic reporting; technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Aulona Musta aulonamusta@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Boldnews.Al
Web address: www.boldnews.al 
Office address: ---

Contact e-mail / telephone number: boldnews.
info.@gmail.com 

Year of establishment : 2016
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: Basic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes 
Staff moderation of comments: No 
Can the public complain:  Not formally, but users can 

send letters to the editor
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting:  No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator:  

Jetmir Olldashi 068 21 51 212
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The name of the online media: Bota.al
Web address: www.bota.al 
Office address: Shyqyri Islami street, the New 

Apartment Building, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: bota.al2014@

gmail.com 
Year of establishment : 2014
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: International news stories
Method of registration: Non-profit organization
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Better use of Albanian 

language
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Not formally
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
 Editor in chief: Ermal Gjinaj  bota.al2014@gmail.

com
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The name of the online media: channel-one.al
Web address: www.channel-one.al 
Office address: Aleksander Moisiu street, no. 76, 

former Kinostudio, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: Info@channel-

one.al +355 42 34 7577
Year of establishment : 2011
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Not formally, but users can 

send letters to the editor
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes
Administrator: Suela Gera suela_gera@hotmail.com 

0682565892
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The name of the online media: Citizens Channel
Web address: www.citizens-channel.com 
Office address: Tefta Tashko Koço street, 1001, 

Tirane
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 

citizenschannel@hotmail.com 0699154200
Year of establishment : 2016
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: Human interest stories
Method of registration Non-profit organization
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Not formally, but users can 

send letters to the editor
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Amarildo Topi amarildotopi@hotmail.com 
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The name of the online media: CNA.al  City News
Web address: www.cna.al 
Office address: Asim Vokshi street, No. 9, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 0686090999
Year of establishment : 2014
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes 
Staff moderation of comments: After publication, 

following complaints
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Elvi Fundo elvifundo@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Dita 
Web address: www.gazetadita.al 
Office address: Donika Kastrioti street, Villa 9/1
Contact e-mail / telephone number: gazetadita@

gmail.com 
Year of establishment : 2012
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff:  No
Need for additional training: Basic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes 
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting:  No 
Editor in chief Adrian Thano thanodita@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Dritare
Web address: www.dritare.net 
Office address: Jozef San Martin square, P 3, H18, ap 

22
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 

dritarerudina@gmail.com 
Year of establishment: 2016
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Better use of Albanian 

language, language skills.
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Rudina Xhunga, Dritan Hila dritarerudina@gmail.
com 
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The name of the online media: droni.al
Web address: www.droni.al 
Office address: Rr. Komuna e Parisit, P. 2, Sh. 2, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 04243373 

droninews@gmail.com 
Year of establishment : 2015
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Not registered
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Artur Bego droninews@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: DurrësLajm
Web address: www.durreslajm.al 
Office address: Lagjja 3, rr. Mbreti Monun, Durrës
Contact e-mail / telephone number: gazetadyrrah@

gmail.com
Year of establishment: 2012
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: A separate business entity
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff:  No
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting; 

technical skills
Are comments open to the public: No
Staff moderation of comments: ----
Can the public complain:  No, but users can send 

letters to the editor
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Stela Likmeta gazetadyrrah@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: eduasportin.com 
Web address: www.eduasportin.com 
Office address: ----

Contact e-mail / telephone number: eduasportin@
gmail.com

Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: Sports 
Method of registration: Part of another company 
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training:  Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Irgis Hysenaj irgis.hysenaj@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Ekskluzive 
Web address: www.ekskluzive.al 
Office address: Myslym Shyri
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@

ekskluzive.al 0685419239
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Anri Bala anribala@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Elbasani News
Web address: www.elbasaninews.al 
Office address: near the Elbasan main post office 
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@

elbasaninews.al 067 3434 111
Year of establishment: ---
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes 
Staff moderation of comments: No 
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting:  No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator:  

lencpisha@gmail.com
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The name of the online media: Elementi i pestë 
Web address: www.elementiipeste.al 
Office address: Nikola Norga street, building no 4, 

block 3, ap. 4. 1001, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@

elementiipeste.al 
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest; focusing mainly on the 

managing of public natural resources and the 
environment 

Method of registration: Natural person
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Artan Rama artanrama@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Exit.al
Web address: www.exit.al 
Office address: Dervish Hima street, Tower no 2, ap 

2, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: redaksia@exit.

al
Year of establishment: 2015
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: Business reporting, politics. 
Method of registration: Non-profit organization.
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Neritan Sejamini, Vincent WJ van Gerven, 
Carloalberto Rossi

 redaksia@exit.al 
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The name of the online media: Faktor. al
Web address: www.faktor.al 
Office address: Rr. E Saraçëve street, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: drejtor.faktor@

gmail.com 
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Non-profit organization
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: multimedia
Are comments open to the public: Yes/No
Staff moderation of comments: No
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager Lavdrim Lita  drejtor.faktor@gmail.

com 
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The name of the online media: Faxweb.al
Web address: www.faxweb.al 
Office address: Kostaq Cipo street, Ap. 8, borough No. 

2, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: faxnewstr@

gmail.com 
Year of establishment : 2016
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting
Are comments open to the public: Yes 
Staff moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain:  Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
Editor in chief:  Blerina Spaho faxnewstr@gmail.com 
Administrator: Kasem Hysenbelliu
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The name of the online media: FieriSot 
Web address: www.fierisot.com 
Office address: Fier
Contact e-mail / telephone number: seldi@live.com 
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: A separate business entity
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

seldi@live.com 
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The name of the online media: Flashnews
Web address: https://flashnews.info
Office address: Borough Pavaresia
Contact e-mail / telephone number: marjus.seiti@

alice.it 0692510246
Year of establishment: 2017
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Non-profit organization
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication 

whenever there are complaints
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator:  

marjus.seiti@alice.it 
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The name of the online media: Gazeta “Bulqiza”
Web address: www.gazetabulqiza.al 
Office address: Palace of Culture, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 

gazetabulqiza@yahoo.com
Year of establishment : 2015
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Not registered
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
Editor in chief Halil Rama halilrama@yahoo.com
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The name of the online media: Gazeta “Veterani” 
Web address: www.veteranioblv.org 
Office address: Ministry of Defence (OBVL office), 

Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: veteran.obvl@

yahoo.com 
Year of establishment : 2003
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Not registered
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
Editor in chief Halil Rama halilrama@yahoo.com 
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The name of the online media: Gazeta Express
Web address: www.gazetaexpress.com 
Office address: Kodra e Diellit, Prishtinë
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 

gazetaexpress@gmail.com 
Year of establishment : 2016 (Tirana offices)
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Part of another company 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: No 
Staff moderation of comments: N/A
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
Interview with hoxha.artemisa@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Gazeta Makedonium
Web address: www.makedonium.net 
Office address:N/A
Contact e-mail / telephone number: kontakt@

makedonium.net 068 59 03 353
Year of establishment : 2012
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Non-profit organization
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting ; 

thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain:  Not formally, but users can 

send letters to the editor
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes/ No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Vasil Sterjovski vasil.sterjovski@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Gazeta Minerva
Web address: www.gazetaminerva.com 
Office address: Blv. Dëshmorët e Kombit, 10, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 

gazetaminerva@yahoo.com
Year of establishment: 2014
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Not registered
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
Publisher: Nebil Çika nebilcika@yahoo.com 
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The name of the online media: Gazeta shqip.com
Web address: www.gazeta-shqip.com
Office address: Rr. Pesë Dëshmorët; nr. 20, Mëzez, 

Tiranë
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 
 e_abulaj@hotmail.com
Year of establishment : 2006
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company  
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Erion Abulaj e_abulaj@hotmail.com
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The name of the online media: Gazeta Shqiptare
Web address: www.gsh.al 
Office address: ish Uzina e Autotraktoreve (former 

Tractor plant), Shkoze, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 

gazetashqiptare.al@gmail.com
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company  
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Not formally, but users can 

send letters to the editor
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
Editor in chief Erl Murati erlmurati@hotmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Gazeta Telegraf
Web address: www.telegraf.al 
Office address: Abdyl Frashëri street, Hekla center, 

Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@

gazetatelegraf.com 
Year of establishment : 2005
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting; 

technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes
General manager Engjëll Musai 
Editor in chief: Esmeralda Pira  info@gazetatelegraf.

com 
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The name of the online media: Gazeta Tema
Web address: www.gazetatema.net 
Office address: Ismail Qemali street, Valleverde 

building, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@tema.aal
Year of establishment : 1999
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration:  Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: There is no need
Are comments open to the public: Yes 
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Bledar Lumani bledarlumani@hotmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Gjirokastra Online
Web address: www.GjirokastraOnline.com 
Office address: Gjirokastra
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@

gjirokastraonline.com 
Year of establishment : 2007
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: Tourism, history and some news of the day
Method of registration: Not registered
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting; 

thematic reporting; technical skills; sales
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication; 

After publication
Can the public complain: Not formally, but users can 

send letters to the editor
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

andonlula@yahoo.com 
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The name of the online media: Hapur.al 
Web address: www.hapur.al 
Office address: Xhon Kenedi street, Kodra e Diellit, 

Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@hapur.al 
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Not registered
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting; 

thematic reporting; technical skills
Are comments open to the public: No
Staff moderation of comments: N/A
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager: Eni Vasili info@hapur.al 
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The name of the online media: Hermesnews.al
Web address: www.hermesnews.al
Office address: N/A
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 

dorianametollari@yahoo.com
Year of establishment : 2006
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training:  Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes 
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain:  Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Doriana Metollari dorianametollari@yahoo.com 
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The name of the online media: Iconstyle
Web address: www.iconstyle.al
Office address: Sami Frashëri street, Metropol Center
Contact e-mail / telephone number: jeartacaushi@

hotmail.com 0694872069
Year of establishment : 2015
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: Lifestyle
Method of registration: A separate business entity
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting
Are comments open to the public: Yes 
Staff moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain:  Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

jeartacaushi@hotmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Imarket.al
Web address: www.imarket.al 
Office address: Drini tower
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@imarket.

al 0698233566
Year of establishment : 2015
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: Insurance and banking
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments:  Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting:  No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Granit Sokolaj granitsokolaj@gmail.com 069 40 08 
008
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The name of the online media: infoelbasani.al
Web address: www.infoelbasani.al 
Office address: Hotel Skampa, Elbasan
Contact e-mail / telephone number: infoelbasani@

gmail.com
Year of establishment : 2016
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes 
Staff moderation of comments: No 
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Fatos Salliu tossalliu@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Intervista 
Web address: www.intervista.al
Office address: Qemal Stafa street, No.331
Contact e-mail / telephone number: artankristo@

intervista.al
Year of establishment : 2013
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Not registered
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Basic reporting; 

thematic reporting; technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Artan Kristo artankristo@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Intv
Web address: www.intv.al
Office address: Rr. Dhaskal Todhri, Nr. 26, Kashar
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@intv.al 

+35542419099
Year of establishment : 2015
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication, 

following complaints
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager Karolina Rista karolinarista@

gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Javanews 
Web address: www.javanews.al 
Office address: Gjik Kuqali street, P.2, Sh. 2, Ap. 4, 

Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 0684078987
Year of establishment : 2015
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Unknown
Need for additional training: Basic reporting; 

technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Skënder Minxhozi skender.minxhozi@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: JOQ Jeta Osh Qef 
Web address: www.joq.al 
Office address: Blv. Bajram Curri, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: dergo@joq.al 

069 92 99 998
Year of establishment : 2015
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training:  Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes 
Staff moderation of comments:  After publication
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting:  No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

dergo@joq.al 
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The name of the online media: Jugunews
Web address: jugunews.net 
Office address: Lagjja Partizan, Rruga e Zekateve, 

Gjirokastra 
Contact e-mail / telephone number: jugunews@

gmail.com
Year of establishment : 2016
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration:  Non-profit organization
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication 

following complaints
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Piro Nase pironase@yahho.com 0696078490
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The name of the online media: Koha Jonë 
Web address: www.kohajone.com 
Office address: Sami Frasheri street, aviation 

apartment buildings, no.2, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: milixhani@

gmail.com
Year of establishment : 1991
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration:  Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes 
Staff moderation of comments:  Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes
Person in charge: Qamil Xhani milixhani@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Konica
Web address: www.konica.al 
Office address: Ibrahim Rugova street, above the 

French pastry shop, No. 10
Contact e-mail / telephone number: shpetim.

nazarko@gmail.com 
Year of establishment: 2017
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Part of a publishing house/

company
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes/ No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Shpëtim Nazarko shpetim.nazarko@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Korça Lajm
Web address: www.korcalaajm.com 
Office address: L. 15 Rr. “10 korriku”, P 29, Korçë
Contact e-mail / telephone number: korcalajm@

gmail.com  0673210900
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Not registered
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting; 

technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

korcalajm@gmail.com  0673210900
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The name of the online media: Lajm – shqip.com
Web address: www.lajm-shqip.com
Office address: Villa No. 20 (100 m to the left, before 

entering the ring road,) Elbasan
Contact e-mail / telephone number: dybelilajm@

gmail.com; 069 55 32 567
Year of establishment : 2009
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement:  No
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting
Are comments open to the public: Yes 
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator:  

Besim Dybeli dybelilajm@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Lapsi.al 
Web address: www.lapsi.al 
Office address: Themestokli Germenji street, P. 

Fratari, block 1, ap 26
Contact e-mail / telephone number: lapsial@gmail.

com
Year of establishment: 2014
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Basic reporting; 

technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
Editor in chief / Administrator: Andi Bushati 

lapsial@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Lexo.al 
Web address: www.lexo.al 
Office address: Pazari i Ri (New Bazaar), Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 0697268533
Year of establishment : 2014
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Part of another company 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting; 

technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
Editor in chief: Flogert Muça flogertmuca@gmail.

com 0672009904
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The name of the online media: Lezha news
Web address: www.lezhanews.com 
Office address: Lagjja Beslidhja, Lezha
Contact e-mail / telephone number: N/A
Year of establishment : 2016
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes/ No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Indrit Nikjari
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The name of the online media: Libohova online
Web address: www.libohovaonline.com 
Office address: Libohova
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 0696994917
Year of establishment: 2014
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Unknown
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Alket Braho alketbraho1@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Lupa.al 
Web address: www.lupa.al
Office address: Kadri Kaçiku street, the 12-story 

building in front of the shooting range
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 0692237913
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Leonard Quku leonard.quku@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Mapo.al
Web address: www.mapo.al 
Office address: Blv. Gjergj Fishta
Contact e-mail / telephone number: gazetamapo@

gmail.com 
Year of establishment : 2015
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Basic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes 
Staff moderation of comments:  Prior to publication 
Can the public complain:  Not formally, but users can 

send letters to the editor
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Arion Sulo arionsulo@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Media e re 
Web address: www.mediaere.al 
Office address: Rr. E Dibraneve, Pallati nr.4, 

Apartment 3 / Liqeni i thate
Contact e-mail / telephone number: mediaere@

gmail.com 
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff:  No
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting; 

technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
 Administrator: Klementina Cenkollari kcenkollari@

yahoo.com 
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The name of the online media: Monitor magazine
Web address: www.monitor.al 
Office address: Sulejman Delvina street, near the civil 

aviation administration building, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 0692093404
Year of establishment : 2012
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: Business reporting
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
Editor in chief / Administrator: Ornela Liperi 

ornela.liperi@monitor.al 
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The name of the online media: Newsbomb
Web address: www.newsbomb.al 
Office address: Donika Kastrioti street, near the 

Kosovo Embassy building
Contact e-mail / telephone number: newsbomb.al@

gmail.com 0699222201
Year of establishment : 2015
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Anila Basha bashanila@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Newsport
Web address: www.newsport.al 
Office address: Donika Kastrioti street
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 0699222201, 

redaksianewsport@gmail.com
Year of establishment : 2016
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: Sports
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Basic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Anila Basha bashanila@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Noa.al – Agjencia 
kombëtare e lajmeve 

Web address: www. Noa.al 
Office address: Blv. Zogu I, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 0682022344 

0682054752
Year of establishment : 2006
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: A separate business entity
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Basic reporting; 

thematic reporting; technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

ek@ Noa.al 
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The name of the online media: Objektiv
Web address: www.objektiv.al 
Office address: Jordan Misja street, Usluga block, 

Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 067 30 44 464
Year of establishment : 2012
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Part of another company 
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting; 

thematic reporting; technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Not formally, but users can 

send letters to the editor
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Rudi Dunga rudidunga@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Opinion
Web address: www.opinion.al 
Office address: Aleksander Moisiu street, no.97, near 

former Kinostudio, 1007, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: opinion@

tvklan.al 
Year of establishment : 2016
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training:  Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: No
Staff moderation of comments: Use of 30 keywords 

to filter comments and messages on Facebook
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
Editor in chief Desada Meta opinion@tvklan.al 
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The name of the online media: Opozita 
Web address: www.opozita.com
Office address: Kostaq Cipo street, Ap. 8, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@opozita.

com 
Year of establishment : 2013
Type of media: Online only
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Registered in the USA
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: multimedia, 

photojournalism
Are comments open to the public: No 
Staff moderation of comments: N/A
Can the public complain:  Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting:  No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Qazim Doda info@opozita.com 
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The name of the online media: Paloma
Web address: www.gazetapaloma.net 
Office address: ---

Contact e-mail / telephone number: 
gazetapaloma@gmail.com

Year of establishment : 2008
Type of media: Online only
Profile: Lifestyle
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Management of sales 

and advertisement 
Are comments open to the public: No
Staff moderation of comments: N/A
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

gazetapaloma@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Pamfleti 
Web address: www.pamfleti.net 
Office address: Asim Zeneli street, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: zefigjergj@

gmail.com 
Year of establishment: 2015
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting; 

technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
Editor in chief: Gjergj Zefi  zefigjergj@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Panorama
Web address: www.panorama.com.al 
Office address: Panorama street, behind Harry Fultz 

high school
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 

0035542403206
Year of establishment : 2002
Type of media:  Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting; 

thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments:  Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
Redaktor: Adi Shkëmbi adishkembi@yahoo.com 
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The name of the online media: Parrena 
Web address: www.parrena.com 
Office address: Kavaja street, Ap. building 136, block 

4, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: armirshkurti@

gmail.com 
Year of establishment : 2016

Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Not registered 

Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
 Editor in chief: Armir Shkurti armirshkurti@gmail.

com 
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The name of the online media: Pasqyrë 
Web address: www.pasqyre.al 
Office address: Ferit Xhajko street, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: ---

Year of establishment : 2015
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: Culture, arts
Method of registration: Non-profit organization
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: There is no need
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments:  Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes
Editor in chief: Jonida Hitoveizi vjonida@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Peshku pa ujë 
Web address: www.peshkupauje.com 
Office address: No need for a main office
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@

peshkupauje.com 
Year of establishment : 2003
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General
Method of registration: not registered
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: thematic reporting; 

technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Blendi Salaj blendisalaj@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Pika.News
Web address: www.pika.news 
Office address: Vlora
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 

perilindjaeshqiperise@gmail.com 
Year of establishment: 2015
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

perilindjaeshqiperise@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Pirusti-NEWS
Web address: www.pirustinews.com 
Office address: Abat Doçi square, Rreshen
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@

pirustinews.com; aleksndoja@yajoo.com 
0672824440

Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
Administrator: Aleks Ndoja info@pirustinews.com; 

aleksndoja@yajoo.com
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The name of the online media: Pogradeci News 24
Web address: www.pogradecinews24.com 
Office address: Pogradec
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 

pogradecinews24@gmail.com 0672066605
Year of establishment : 2015
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Not registered 
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training:  Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

sdikellari@yahoo.com 
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The name of the online media: Politiko.al
Web address: www.politiko.al 
Office address: Papa Gjon Pali II street, 19, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 44519490
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Non-profit organization
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting; 

technical skills
Are comments open to the public: No
Staff moderation of comments: N/A
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes
General manager: Alfred Lela alfred.lela77@gmail.

com 
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The name of the online media: Publialb com
Web address: www.publialb.com
Office address: L. 13, Pavaresia street, Plazh, Durres
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 0685082222
Year of establishment : 2010
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

publialbnet@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Publik news
Web address: www.publik.al 
Office address: Lagjja Varosh, Lezhe
Contact e-mail / telephone number: ---

Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting; 

thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator:  

Unknown 
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The name of the online media: Radio Lushnja
Web address: www.radiolushnja.com
Office address: ABC Center, sixth floor, Lushnja
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 0689000955
Year of establishment : 2010
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: There is no need
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

edi@radiolushnja.com 
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The name of the online media: Radio Televizoni 
Shqiptar (Albanian public radio television 
company)

Web address: www.rtsh.al 
Office address: Ismail Qemali street, no. 11. Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: f.ahmati@rtsh.

al; web@rtsh.al 
Year of establishment : 2011
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: N/A
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Basic reporting; 

thematic reporting; technical skills
Are comments open to the public: No
Staff moderation of comments: N/A
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
Managing editor Fatos Ahmati f.ahmati@rtsh.al 
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The name of the online media: RealitetiPost 
Web address: www.realitetipost.al 
Office address: Shkodra
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 

realitetshkoder@gmail.com 
Year of establishment: 2017
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Not registered
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: unknown
Need for additional training:  Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

realitetishkoder@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Rehat fare 
Web address: www.rehatfare.al 
Office address: Murat Toptani street, Gjergji Center, 

Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: rehatfare.alb@

gmail.com 
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting:  No 
 Administrator: Marjon Gorica 069 6611811 marjon.

gorica@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Reporter.al
Web address: www.reporter.al 
Office address: Blv Gjergj Fishta, Tower 5, Ap 22, 

Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: office.albania@

birn.eu.com +355 4 450 2592
Year of establishment: 2014
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Non-profit organization
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

office.albania@birn.eu.com
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The name of the online media: Respublica.al
Web address: www.respublica.al 
Office address: Ibrahim Rugova street, 27/1, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: media.

respublica@gmail.com 
Year of establishment : 2009
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest
Method of registration:  Non-profit organization
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: No
Are comments open to the public: No
Staff moderation of comments: N/A
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager/ Editor in chief Skerdilajd Zaimi 

media.respublica@gmail.com 
Administrator: Endri Meksi
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The name of the online media: Rilindja Demokratike 
Web address: www.rd.al 
Office address: Blv. Zhanë d’Ark, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: bledikasmi1@

yahoo.com 
Year of establishment : 1999
Type of media: Traditional media as well
 Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting; 

thematic reporting; technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
Editor in chief Bledi Kasmi bledikasmi1@yahoo.com 
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The name of the online media: Rruga e Arbërit
Web address: www.rrugaearberit.com 
Office address: Zenel Baboçi street, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 

rrugaearberit@gmail.com  0686508441
Year of establishment : 2006
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Basic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes/No
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Not formally, but users can 

send letters to the editor
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Bujar Karoshi, rrugaearberit@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: RTV Ora News
Web address: www.oranews.tv 
Office address: Aleksander Moisiu street, No. 76, 

former Kinostudio, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@oranews.

tv +355 42 347 577
Year of establishment : 2007
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: News
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting; 

thematic reporting; technical skills
Are comments open to the public: No
Staff moderation of comments: N/A
Can the public complain:  Not formally, but users can 

send letters to the editor
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
Drejtoreshe e redaksise online: Suela Gera suela_

gera@hotmail.com 0682565892 
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The name of the online media: Saranda Web
Web address: www.sarandaweb.net 
Office address: Onhezmi steet, the 15-story building, 

Saranda
Contact e-mail / telephone number: sarandaweb@

gmail.com 
Year of establishment : 2013
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration Part of a traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff:  No
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting; 

technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain: Yes/ No
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

sarandaweb@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Scan
Web address: www.scan-tv.com 
Office address: Aleksander Moisiu street (former 

Kinostudio)
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 

kucajkreshnik@hotmail.com 0689022183
Year of establishment: 2009
Type of media:  Traditional media as well
 Profile: Business reporting 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training:  Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes 
Staff moderation of comments:  After publication, 

following complaints
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Elvana Hana
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The name of the online media: Shekulli
Web address: www.shekulli.com 
Office address: Ismail Qemali street, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 0697081672
Year of establishment : 1997
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes
 Editor in chief: Arben Rrozhani arrozhani@shekulli.

com.al 
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The name of the online media: ShkodraWeb
Web address: www.shkodraweb.com 
Office address: Marin Becikemi street, Shkodra
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@

shkodraweb.com 0673002070
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: general interest 
Method of registration:   Non-profit organization
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: Basic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes 
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting:  No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

info@shkodraweb.com 
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The name of the online media: Shqiptarja.com
Web address: www.shqiptarja.com 
Office address: Dervish Hima street, The 3 towers, 

tower no. 2, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 0696060421
Year of establishment: 2001
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest
Method of registration:  Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Moderim komentimi: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
Editor-in-chief: Genc Kondi genckondi@yahoo.com 
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The name of the online media: shtypi.net
Web address: www.shtypi.net 
Office address: Near the former train station, Tirana 
Contact e-mail / telephone number: shtypinet@

gmail.com 
Year of establishment : 2015
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Not registered
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Basic reporting ; 

technical skills
Are comments open to the public: No
Staff moderation of comments: N/A
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
Managing editor Sokrat Lapa shtypinet@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Spektrum
Web address: www.spektrum.al 
Office address: George W. Bush street, No. 21, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@

spektrum.al
Year of establishment : 2014
Type of media:  Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration:  Non-profit organization
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting; 

technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Not formally, but users can 

send letters to the editor
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Agron Hoxha agron.hoxha@kmsh.al 
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The name of the online media: sport.com.al 
Web address: www.sport.com.al 
Office address: Fier
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@sport.

com.al 0682057383
Year of establishment : 2011
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: Sport
Method of registration: Part of another company
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: po
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Not formally, but users can 

send letters to the editor
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

mateoleka@hotmail.com/ info@sport.com.al 
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The name of the online media: Syri.net
Web address: www.syri.net
Office address: Shyqyri Brahimi street, Reli 

apartment building, block No 3, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@syri.net 
Year of establishment : 2015
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest
Method of registration:  Non-profit organization
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: Basic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No 
Can the public complain:  Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager Çim Peka info@syri.net 
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The name of the online media: Televizioni Tema 
Web address: www.tematv.al 
Office address: Ismail Qemali street, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: ---
Year of establishment : 2016
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Unknown
Need for additional training: Basic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: No
Staff moderation of comments: N/A
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
Editor: Gazmira Sokoli
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The name of the online media: Tesheshi.com 
Web address: www.tesheshi.com 
Office address: Kavaja street, P. 39, Ap. 2
Contact e-mail / telephone number: tesheshi2015@

gmaul.con 0685127769
Year of establishment: 2015
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Ermir Hoxha 0673407111 ermir_h@yahoo.com 
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The name of the online media: Tirana Observer
Web address: www.tiranaobserver.al 
Office address: ---

Contact e-mail / telephone number: ----

Year of establishment : 2005
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: Basic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: No
Staff moderation of comments: N/A
Can the public complain:  No
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting:  No 
Editor in chief: Altin Sinani altinsinani@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Tirana Times
Web address: www.tiranatimes.com 
Office address: A.Z. Çajupi street, 20/5
Contact e-mail / telephone number: editor@

tiranatimes.com 
Year of establishment: 2005
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting
Are comments open to the public: No
Staff moderation of comments: N/A
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
 Editor in chief: editor@tiranatimes.com 
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The name of the online media: Tirana Today
Web address: www.tiranatoday.com 
Office address: Ali Bakiu street, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: redaksia@

tiranatoday.com 0694040005
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator:  

Bardhi Quku bardhiquku@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Top Channel
Web address: www.topchannel.tv 
Office address: 17 Nentori street, No. 20 Mezez 

Koder, Komuna Kashar, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: +35542253177 
Year of establishment : 2001
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration:  Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No 
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
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The name of the online media: TPZ.AL
Web address: www.tpz.al 
Office address: former Bllok, behind the LSI building, 

Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 0689090555
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration:  Part of the traditional media 

company  
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: Basic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments:  After publication, 

following complaints
Can the public complain:  Not formally, but users can 

send letters to the editor
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes 
Responsible person: Endrit Habilaj, 0693333345
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The name of the online media: Tv Klan
Web address: www.tvklan.al 
Office address: Former Kinostudio, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: ---

Year of establishment : 1997
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes 
Training of editorial staff: Yes 
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting 
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments:  After publication, 

following complaints
Can the public complain: Yes 
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting:  No 
Redaktore: Elja Zotka 
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The name of the online media: TvDNews
Web address: www.tvd-news.com 
Office address: Peshkopia
Contact e-mail / telephone number: shehuislam@

yahoo.com
Year of establishment: 2017
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Non-profit organization
Advertisement: No
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting; 

technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No
Can the public complain: Not formally, but users can 

send letters to the editor
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

shehuislam@yahoo.com 
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The name of the online media: Veritas
Web address: www.veritas.com.al 
Office address: Papa Gjon Pali II street, Coin building 

(Alba Center, 402)
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@veritas.al 
Year of establishment: 2016
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training:  Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: No 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
General manager Frrok Çupi  info@veritas.al 
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The name of the online media: visitlezha
Web address: www.vizitlezha.al 
Office address: Lagjja Beslidhja, Lezha
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 0683073591
Year of establishment: 2016
Type of media: Online only 
Profile: Tourism 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
Editor in chief / Administrator: Gjergj Figuri 

gjergjfiguri@gmail.com 
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The name of the online media: Vizion Plus
Web address: www.vizionplus.tv 
Office address: Don Bosko street, No. 5, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@

vizionplus.tv +355 4 240 4229
Year of establishment: 1999
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: Part of the traditional media 

company 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting; 

technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Moderim komentimi: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes
Drejtor programacioni Ilir Dyrmishi idyrmishi@

vizionplus.tv 
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The name of the online media: vizion.com.al
Web address: www.vizion.com.al 
Office address: Zhan D’Ark street, Tirana
Contact e-mail / telephone number: 

eglantinaalliaj@hotmail.com 0682011404
Year of establishment : 2017
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: No
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: Prior to publication 
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
Editor in chief: Eglantina Alliaj eglantinaalliaj@

hotmail.com 
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The name of the online media: VloraNews
Web address: https://vloranews.net 
Office address: Lagjja Pavarësia, 9400 Vlora
Contact e-mail / telephone number: vloranews@

gmail.com 068 20 60 331
Year of establishment : 2015
Type of media: Traditional media as well
Profile: General interest
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Technical skills
Are comments open to the public: Yes
Staff moderation of comments: After publication
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: Yes
General manager / Editor in chief / Administrator: 

Erand Haruni erand_haruni@yahoo.com 
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The name of the online media: Zathur
Web address: www.zathur.net 
Office address: Myslym Shyri
Contact e-mail / telephone number: info@zathur.

net 06685419239
Year of establishment : 2013
Type of media: Online only  
Profile: General interest 
Method of registration: A separate business entity 
Advertisement: Yes
Training of editorial staff: Yes
Need for additional training: Thematic reporting
Are comments open to the public: No
Staff moderation of comments: N/A
Can the public complain: Yes
Have they adopted a Code of Ethics or professional 

standards of reporting: No 
Editor in chief / Administrator: Anri Bala anribala@

gmail.com 
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